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Abstract

A review of electric thrusters for satellite auxiliary propalsio_,, was conducted
at _PL during the past year. Gompan:;olls of t.he v_:.rious thruster.; fearatti|ude pro-
pulsion and east-west and north-south s_ationkeeping were. made based upon
p,_rformanee, mass, power, and &'monstrated life. Reliability and ,.'_.st are also
dise_2ssed. T1;e method of electrical acceleration of propellaat .served ._c divide
th,s thiuster s/stems into two groups: electrostatic ..nd electromagnetic. Ion and
colloid thrusters fall within the eleetrostatically accelerated group while MPD
and pulsed pl_.sma thrusters comprise the eleetromagnetieally accelerated gr,_up.
The survey was confined to research in the Us,ted States with accent on flih:ht
and flight prototype systeras.
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Satellite Auxiliary-Propulsion SelectionTechniques

Survey of Auxiliary Electric Propulsion Systems

h Introduction group while l_aghetoplasmadynamic (MPD) and pulsed
plasma thrusters comprise the electromagnetically accel-

With the success of the experimental electric thrusters crated group.
that are on board the Applicatiort Technology Satellite

(ATS) IV, Lincoln Experimen_;_ qlite (LES) 6, and The discussion ":_ this addendum is divided into five _-

Space Electric Rocket Test (SEI_I') 1I, along with the sections for each _;: tile four thruster types:
applications of state-of-the-art _Icctric propulsion tech- ,.
nology to LES 8 and ATS F anti G. au_.iliary electric (1) G ne._.i _,.,.:,;ription of the thruster.

propulsion is emerging from experimental to flight (2) Earlv ",.i..,...,'yo[ thruster development.
status. The satellite auxiliary propulsi_ll designer is now "

_" faced with tile evaluation of present ._tatt.-r,f-the-art (3_ [;_.,',_.:i._n of thruster characteristics. ";

auxiliary eketric thrusters for application to t,omamled (4; S,;":_.'eflight experience.
satellites, particularly long-life synchronous satellites. The " " :"
purpose of this addendum is to provide program mana- (5) Survey of state-of-the-art thrusters.
gers and systems engineers with comparative informa-
tion on auxiliary electric propulsion systems. The thrusters discussed were developed by the Hughes

Research Laboratory (HRL), Malibu, Calif.; Electro-
A detailed selection method was presented in JPL Optical Systems (EOS), Pasadena, Calif.; Fairchild-Hiller

TR-1505, Satellite Auxiliary Propulsion Selection Tech- Corporation, Far,ningdale, N.Y.; TRW Systems Group, "
niques, in November 1970. Tim thrusters surveyed in Redondo Beach, Calif.; NASA Lewis Research Center
that report were limited to those that rely on gasdynamic (LeRC), Cleveland, Ohio; General Electric Company,
pressure forces to accelerate propellant, e.g., chemical Space Division, Philadelphia, Pa.; and Cornell Aeronau-
and inert gas. Electric thrusters surveyed herein rely on tical Laboratories, Buffalo, N.Y.
electrostatic or electromagnetic forces to accelerate pro-

: pellant. Tile varied characteristics of electric thrusters These discussions are followed by comparisons of sur-• separate these devices into distinct classes, Ion and veyed thrusters for use on satellites, to provide east-west /colloid thrusters comprise the eleetrostatically accelerated and north-south stationkeeping.
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II. Ion Thrusters -- CAPILLARY /_ FOCUS
WICK ELECTRODE

PC)ROUS / /_ ACCELEP ATOR

A. What Is an Ion Thruster? "_U_OSTEN " / ELECTRODE
IONIZER J / DECfLE,qATOR

Whp io,, t]ll'Hster is defined as a device that electro- _ ,[ / f- [I ECTPODE

statie.l]y accelerates charged single atoms or ions. Ion _-VAPOUZE_\ J_ .L .& I- ion AND
/

- \ k 17../,t L-_ V_ I ELECTRON
thrusters may be e, tegorized acc(n'ding to tile proeess by ,/ -"_ \ _ [Jfi/'.] _'/I _/'.l J EXHAU5/

which tilt. ions are produced. Bombardment ioluzation fl..: _l I_,d ." 11:r-._-A--_-V-'Z-_-L:_--¢X'-_-_--,J
results fro,,, the collisio,l of an electron with a singlc \ / N_¢_ 1721 .F-IA
propellant atom i,l tile gaseous phase. _3ontaet io,uzation _'/ U U I I\
is an interaction Iwtween a single propellant atom and a // RADle'TIONsHIt'LDS--'/ ixIEUTRALIZERFJtAMENrN"heated surface of a metal with a high work ftmetiou. '--CESIUM
These sot,rccs are sufficiently different in their opera- raNK VAI_ N

tional requirements and in tile nature of tile ion l)eam 0! _-
t,Jey produce to influence tile design of other elements It-
in the accelerator and the design of the electric power VB
supply required. Ion engines arc therefore normally
classified in terms of their source: contact-ion thrusters Fig. 1. Conceptualdiagram of the contact-ionthruster
and clectron-t)oml)ardment thrusters.

MAGNETIC _

A conceptual diagram of a contact-ion thruster is F"e- ANODE'_x FIELDCOIL-7
PROPELLANT N /

sented in Fig. 1, Liquid cesium propellant is fed 'o a TANK_ N J¢ .---SCREEN,;RIOc_ooooooooooo /
vaporizer by capillary action. The Cs vapor produced at _, CAr"ODE--N.r _ pc j

a pressureof less than 7 X 10" N/m'-' (1 psia) flows _ ._ i ll II_through a heated porous tungsten ionizer (877-1077"C), ooo
and contact ionization proceeds with 99-100_ effective- ( ( _ I t ' _ , I

ness.' The ionizer is maintained at a voltage V.t above _--_ v_Apo _ ] I

spacecraft potential and the accelerator electrode is R,ZER i__ A_= maintained at a voltage Vt, below spacecraft potential to r'-EXPULSIONDEVICE ,_" J

preclude electron migration (from neutralizer) into the (BLADDEROR ACCELERATORGRIDj /---'NEUTRALIZER

acceleration gap _nd provide sufficient potential gradient CAPILLARY)

for p,,q)er ion focusing. Thc ratio of 1)earn power to VA_-% -
thrust is proportional to specific impulse (I.,i,); therefore, L!
thruster power requircments can become excessive at °l i _ "" "

high specific impulse (l_igh exhaust speeds). A decelera- vB[ k.../
tor electrode is sometimes provided. During thruster
operation, positive ions are being emitted from the Fig,/. ¢anceptual diugram of theeletlran-
device; hence, if no provision for neutralization of the bombardment thruster
ion b¢a_l were made, the spacecraft would acquire a

negative potential. The ion exhaust beam is neutralized field lines in the discharge chamber. Electrons suffer
by electrons (electrons drawn into beam by positive ions) collisions with propellant in tile discharge chamber and
supplied ['rein a thermionic filament or plasma, bridge ions are formed. Cathode configurations differ between
neutralizer, designs; |.,,wever, a hollow cathode with a fraction

(10-100_) of the propellant flowing through it has been

Principles of operation of tile electron-bombardment incorporated in mos t recent elect'on-bombardment ion
thruster are shown in Fig. 2. Liquid cesium or mercury discharge chambers. Anode-magnet configurations differ
prol_ellant is fed to a vaporizer. The propellant vapor be' .veen thruster designs, with the simplest arrangement
produced is then fed to a discharge chamber. Electrons presented in Fig. 2. /Vlost discharge chambers have a
are emitted from the cathode and spiral about magnetic screen to provide a physical st,rface to which the plaslna

boundary can attach itself. The accelerator and neutral-

IEffectiveness m this sel_se recalls percent of l_ropellant flow izer of the electron-l}oulbardnlent thruster at(.. similar to [
ionized, those discussed in the contact-ion thruster system.

t.i
t,
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B. History of Ion Thrusters the power-to-thrust ratio begins to increase, because of
the constant ionizer power requirement. Contact-ion

Two pioneers of rocketry were Robert H. Goddaro ant:
thruster power requirements for a given thrust levelII¢.rmann Oberth. The earliest known record cr the idea
reach a nainimum at a specific impulse of about 49,000

of electric propulsion for rocket vehicles appears in the
N-s/kg (5000 lift - s/Ibm).

notebook of R. II. Goddard (Ref. 1). The thought oc-

curred to Goddard that electrostatically repelled particles A major limitation of ion thrusters is accelerator elec-
might be the answer to the problem of obtaining high trode erosion caused by ion bombardment. The ions that
exhaust v-locities at hearable chamber temperatures, cause most of the damage are those formed from neutral
tlermann Oherth consolidated much of his thoughts on par'icles that pass through the ionizer, and have subse-
rocket propulsion in the book Wege zur Raumschit[ahrt quentlv undergone charge exchange collisions with fast(Ref. 2). One section of that book is devoted to electric

propulsion. A more detailed history of early electric pro- positive ions. Therefore, a high-ionization efficiency (i.e.,
pulsion studies is presented in Ref. 3 by Ernst Stuhlinger. pe, cent of pr,_pellant flow ionized) is important in ex-

tending electrode life. The cesium contact-ionization
thruster is characterized by high-ionization efficiency

Many studies ef ion thrusters for spacecraft were per- 99_100_, _formed from 1940 to 1957. In 1957 the shldies of electric ( ,, ;; this feature is partially offset bv the high
current density of the cesium contact thruster beam.propulsion increased in number; more specific problems

were tackled, and the Air Force's Office of Scientific

Research began funding research in this field. By 1958 A great number of cesium contact thrusters have been
many companies were investigating ion thrusters. Rocket- fabricated and tested. Two basic types have evolved:
dyne, a division of North American Aviation, developed "button" thrusters, and "strip" thrusters; these titles refer
the first experimental ion thruster in August 1958 (Refs. to the ionizer geometry. The button eesium contact
4, 5, and 6). Electro-Optical Systems (EOS) followed thruster employs a circular porous tungsten "button"
with another thruster in January 1959 (Ref. 7). Both ionizer, while the strip contact thruster employs a long
General Electric and Thompson Ramo-Woodridge op- thin porous tungsten "strip" ionizer. The button contact
crated ion motors in 1959 (Refs. S and 9). At the Lewis thrusters have been designed for 0 to 89-/zN (0 to 20-tdbf)
Flight Laboratory of the National Advisory Committee thrust while strip contact thruster designs range in
for Aeronautics (NACA), the electron-bombardment thrust level from 444/tN to 96.8 mN (100 _lbf to 21.8 mlbf).
thruster was developed and operational by 1960 (Ref. 10).
As early as ]960 the Hughes Aircraft Company began Several types of thrust vectoring e available to cesium _,
applying a particle trajectory analogue simulator to the contact thrusters; however, the most widely used concept

problems of beam formation and beam neutralization _"
(Ref. 11). 67.n , t I l

(3o0)

C. Characteristicsof Ion Thrusters . / 8-cmENGINEDURING _2

In 1913, Langmuir (Ref. 12) demonstrated that a _
heated surface of a metal of high eleetronie work fune- _ _ _

tion _ immersed in the vapor of an alkali metal of ioniza- _
iton potential (E_) lower than the surface work function _ 44.9
would convert some of the alkali atoms to positive ions. _ (200)
Several metal surface and alkali metal vapor combina-
tions produce this effect; however, the best ion source

has proved to be a tungsten surface and cesium vapor o x__j = 9 mA/m 2 ,4.6-cm ENGINE DURING

combination. The porous tungsten ionizer operates at 610-hTEST
approximately 1050"C, and is the source of a constant

22.4

heat loss (radiation) to space. As beam power is decreased 000 I I _ I
(a decrease in beana power corresponds to a decrease in 29.4 39.2 49.0 58.8 68.6 78.5(3) (4) (s) (6) (7) (8)
I,p), the fixed ionizer power becomes preclominant. A
typical curve of power-to-thrust ratio as a function of SPECIFICIMPULSE, 103 N-s/Kg(Ibf-s/Ibm)
specific impulse is presented in Fig. 3. As specific Fig.& Power-to.thrustvsspeclfJc impulse for contact-ion /
impulse decreases below 49,000 N-s/kg (5000 lbf-s/lbm), thrusters(Ref. 19)

i
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(a) (b)
-- ANODE

ACCELERATOk_ •

/_EXI7 7r_/_'ExlT FIELD COIL-- _ SCREEN_ \ /
/ ELECTRODE IONI; _ELECTRODE

q '

DISTRIBUTOR_

"""_ SEGMENTED BOILER_NN _RESERVOIR ELECTRODE ACCEL
ELECTRODE

TOPACCEL ELECTROD_- AT THRUSTVECTORACHIEVED
BY BIASING OPPOSING

POTENTIAL = VA - BV ACCEL ELECTRODE
BOTTOM ACCEL FLECTRODEAT SEGMENTS

=' POTENTIAL - VA * BV

Fig. 4. Electrostaticbeam deflection (a) of a linear strip
contact-ionthruster,and (b) of a buttoncontact-ionthruster -_'

is electrostatic beam vectoring. A small bias may be

placed on opposite sides of a linear accelerator electrode L-,,
as in Fig. 4a. A similar scheme is applicable to circular CATHODE
button-type cesium coz_tact thrusters as in Fig. 4b.

In November, 1960, Harold R. Kaufinan presented a Fig. 5. Early Kaufman mercury electron-bombardment
paper on ion rockets employing electron-bombardment thruster (photocourtesyof NASA LeRC)
ion sources (Ref. 10). This device later became known
as the Kaufman thruster; however, the early Kaufman
thruster was quite different from the experimental

mercury electron-bombardment thnlster on SERT II. The v -catH°°_ ,_; ._early thrusters employed a thermal filament (cathode) at \

the center of the ionization chamber (see Fig. 5). Elec- \\ /, u_.? __-- ,., ,, ",
. .. trons, emitted by the filament are caused to spiral about _;_ \
.. magnetic field lines caused by a weak axial magnetic - _'- 7

field, thus forcing the electrons to collisional dominated _-
diffusion. Recently, hollow cathodes have replaced

_. thermal filament cathodes in electron-bombardment _,_
thrusters. The comparable performance, increased pro-
pellant utilization, and decreased heater power of hollow
cathodes favor this replacement. Discharge chamber
geometry of electron-bombardment thruster designs has _,
also seen some changes, including magnet geometry
(Fig. 6).

4

Although the eleetron-bombardlnent thruster has been "_"
operated with several propellants, mercury and cesium
are the most common. The ionization potential for cesium

is less than that of mercury; however, the cross section
for electron-atom interactions for mercury is greater than
for cesium. The result is that either propellant is as easy

:' to ionize. Mercury with its larger molecular weight and
increased density will have the advantages of increased Fig. 6. Dischargechambergeometry of the EOSmagneto-

i'_,. thrust and decreased tankage weight. Cesium will wet electrostaticcontainment (MESC)thruster iphoto courtesy /
flow passages better than mercury; therefore voltage of EOS)

,.. 4 JPL TECHNICAL REPORT32-1505, ADD.
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isolation of a cesiun: propelhult tank. which would allow looo _. _ F...... 5_

a common tank tor several thrusters, beeomcs difficult, thrust

All isolator fOl"mercury-bonll)ardnlent thrusters has been N _ _3_60,.Ibf!
developed. \\

Mercurvalldcesiuml)oml)aMnlentthrustersdifferin _ __oooo)_
the design of their discharge chambers, cathodes, and _ 4448

accelerator electrodes. 1)ifferences in thruster design a ___

lead to differences in propellant utilization efficiency.
As wa,'; pointed out earlier, accelerator electrode lifetime o 10o-

is a strong function of propellant utilization efficiency.

,t. Iligh propellant utilization efficiency must be balanced _ __
against discharge chamber power. Curves of discharge
chamber losses (J/Ion) as a fnnction of prope!hmt utili-

zation efficiency (Fig. 7) usually have a break around __ 6)_2__j _

85 to 959/ propellant utilization efficiency. The desired
i operation is at this break, because increased dischargei :

.- chamber losses add a fixed iucrease to thruster total
10

poxver. 980 981o 98100.

(1ooi onno) 0o,ooo)

The low-fixed discharge chamber power requirements SPECIHC IMPULSE, N-$/Kg /Ibf-s/!hm/

of an electron-bombardment thnlster, compared to high- Fig. 8. Effect of system power and thrust on optimumfixed radiation loss from the hot "onizer of a contact-ion
specific impulse of electron-bombardmentthrusters (Ref.

thruster, suggests a somewhat lower optimuin specific 20)
impulse for the electron-bombardment thruster. This is

... displayed in Fig. 8, with the pox,,er-to-thrust ratio mini- Cesmm contact thrusters rely primarily on electrostatic
mum at 29,420 to 39,200 N-s/kg (3000 to 4000 lbf-s/lbm), beam deflection for thrust vectoring, while electron-

- :.: bombardment sv-_t-:n_s,.R'lize meehanica' grid lnovement,

i _.-. 14o za / j electrostatic beam deflecti',n, (_ mechanical thruster
.i'. iB v+ v- _x _, movement for thrust vectoring. One method of beam de- ,

: mA LV tV

• a z_ ,' _a / 6 flection (electrostatic)is presented in Fig. 9a. The aeeel-
13o o zoo 1:5 2.6 / / _ erator grid is segmented and contained in a glass coating

• 400 2.0 s.0 / / t •I

-" rl 600 2.5 3.0 / l that separates the positive discharge chamber plasma
•i', x 7so 2.s 3.0 _/ P / from the accelerator electrode. A small bias may be

'.,' _ 120- placed on opposite sides of the accelerator electrode to ,,
--. z achieve electrostatic beam deflection. Mechanical grid
- o o •- movement has been used for thrust vectoring of electron-
.'. _. 11o hombardntent ion engines. The physical effects of accel-

o _ll/] erator grid translation on beam deflection are indicated

?_ in Fig. 9b. Grid translation can be implemented by use_1oo _ of thermal expansion forces, created by electrically heated
o _v-_ ] grid supports. Also, mechanical thruster gimbaling has

been studied for thrust vector control of ion thruster

arrays.9o

12o____._.__ D. SpaceExperienceof Ion Thrusters
8o I J I I I

76 8o 84 88 92 96 10o In August 1958 the first ion thruster experiments were

• :_" maSSEEEICIENCY(nm)% conducted. On July 20, 1964 the SERT I spacecraft was
"i-': launched. A four-stage °tout followed a ballistic tra-

:. Fig. 7. Dischargechamberpower as a functionof mass jectory over the Atlantic Ocean, providing two ion [

(--...: utilization efficiency (Ref. 25) thrusters 47 min of space environment. One of the two

[ JPL TECHNICAL REPORT32-1505, ADD. 5
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o, ,b, ( L 10 dog) is accomplished by electrostatic beam cleflec-

FGLASSCOm'NG /---SCReeNELEC'RODE tion. A tanta],,m (50 ppm yttrium)hot-wire ,u',,tralizrr

_atRoo ACCELERATOR(-)is employed. Two neutralizers are provided: one is a

/ /

/_- backup in case of faihn'e ot the active neutralizer. The

_'___r-_'°k____l complete thruster system is depicted in Fig. 10.

t Tile cesium propellant is stored in a cylindrical reser-

voir enclosing a fin arrav. There are 120 fin: with spacingOISCHARGE_ )--VECTO_EO l of 0.16 em (0.064 in.) at the outer edge of the alTaV.
PtASMa UST OISCHAaOE Cesium is fed to thc eelltel" of the anay where a porous

CHAMBER nickel rod carries cesium through a sheathed vaporizer
_tA_t.._ heater (0 to 4 W are required for vaporization of cesimn).

Propellant is sealed in the propellant tank assembly with

t _ TRANSLATEOan Invar tube with a nickel tip, which seats into an

1 _--__ apertureil) the vapor feed line. During vaporizer and
"_ ionizer operation, the feed line is automatically opened_'1_

because of th-, difference in thermal expansion between

r.. 1<(3 /----]_ the Invar tube aud its stainless steel housing. Tile power
conditioning efficiency is 60_'/. Thwe h_.gh voltages arc

Fig.9. Electron-hombardmentthruster:(a) electrostatic reqmred- beam voltage (-t-3000 V), deflection voltage,
beam deflection, and tb) accelerator grid translation and accelerator voltage (-2000 V), along with low-

voltage power to the ionizer, vaporizer, and neutralizer.

thrusters, a cesium contact-ion thruster, was unable to The complete system, including power conditioning, pro-

operate clue to a high-voltage short circuit. The other, a pellant feed system, and thruster, has a mass less than
mercury-bombardment thruster, successfully operated for 2.7 kg (6 Ibm).
over 31 min. Three flights of the Blue Scout vehicle

were used to place cesium contact thrusters (EOS) into
ballistic trajectory. The second flight was successful and

i data on the cesium contact-ionization thruster were re-
turned. An EOS cesium contact-ion thruster was launched _a _._
onboard Snapshot satellite; operation of its engine was -'

i unsuccessful. More recently a cesium contact thruster . "--" ,; .... ! -
_r,_ ',,. _ .

was flown on ATS-D and operated successfully. The . ",a_ ..

SERT II was orbited on February 3, 1970. Data on the :' " .4"-_'"'-_-_-L._ _. .. I
two mercury-bombardment thrusters on this satellite have --_:';'*_

- , _

been returned. One of the two thrusters failed after more . - • _ _ ,than 3800 h of operation; at this point the seeo,d thruster ,f.

was made operational. The second thruster failed after , " :.._'_"__a'

2000 h. Failure of both thrusters has been identified as a ]1 _',, :

result of impingement of neutralizer generated particles ' ,,'!

on the accelerator electrode. _

E. EOSATS-Dand -EContact-IonMicrothruster ,a _.._ji_'_- . _]1 ::
Electro-Optical Systems has designed several contact- I °

J

ion mierothruster systems. The most recent thruster de- _' ._,_(_) ', i
sign is the 0- to 89-_N (0- to 20-t_lbf) cesium eoqtaet-ion i_,." ' _ _:
microthruster system developed for the ATS-D and -E "- !_' "" ":'1-' 1I ="
satellites (Refs. 13 and 14). The thruster employs a single-
button porous-tungsten ionizer. The thruster system is

complete with propellant feed system, power condition- Fig. 10. I:OSATS.D and .1: contact-ion microthruster [
" ing, and 12 telemetry channels. Thrust vectoring (photo courtesy of I:OS)
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The system is capable of thrust level selection with F. HughesResearchLaboratoriesContact-Ion
nominal preset points of 0-, 22-, 44-, 67-, and 89-1,.N (0-, 5-, Microthruster

10-, 15-, and 20-/,,lbf) thrust. Operation at 89-pN (20-/_Ibf) Hughes Research Laboratories (HRL) has developed a
thrust has led to -_roblems; the system operates best cesium contact (button type) thruster (Refs. 16 and 17).
below this value. Typ'cal operating data are presented in The thrust level can be selected from 0 to 89 _tN (0 to

Table 1 (Ref. 13). These data were taken from flight 20 nlbf). The thruster employs a single button porous
acceptance testing where the thnlster operated for 12 h tungsten ionizer. The thruster system is complete with
in wtcuum at 5 to 30"C with three on-off cycles, feed system, power conditioning and telemetry circuits.

Thrust vectoring (±11 ° ) is accomplished by electro-

The ionizer requir, _ a constant 9.7 W to maintain the static beam deflection. A thoriated-tungsten thermionic
porous tungsten button at approximately 1040"C. The emission neutralizer is employed. Two neutralizers (two
tantalum neutralizer requires a fixed 3.5 W. The electro- wires per neutralizer) are provided, one is a backup in
static beam deflection system uses an insignificant case of failure of the active neutralizer. The complete
anaount of power, thruster system is depicted in Fig. 11.

[ Life testing of two ATS-D and -E contact-ion thrusters Cesium propellant is stored in a porous metal sponge
can be used as an indicator of thruster expected life made of Feltmetal. 2 Channels have been included to

(Ref. 15). Program goal was 3000 h of steady state opera- allow for the expansion of pressurant gas. A cylindrical
tion at 67-1J.N (15-_lbf) thrust. One unit accumulated propellant tank surrounds the Feltmetal sponge. Cesium
2245 h of operation at 67 I_N (15/_lbf) during a total test is fed by capillary action through a porous nickel wick
time of 3481 h; however, high accelerator current drain to the vaporizer. Cesium propellant is sealed in the
conditions led to the decision to terminate the test. An storage tank by a bimetal valve to provide vacuum seal

investigation of the drains was undertaken. Sputterback during storage, and shut off cesium vapor flow in the
from the test chamber walls was the suspected cause of event of an unexpected power failure.
accelerator current drain. The conclusion yields no pre-

diction of how long the thruster is expected to operate in The thruster has a mass of 3.4 kg (7.51 Ibm) with a

I..;" a space environment where sputterback is not a problem, maximum propellant capacity of 0.06 kg (0.13 Ibm). The ;I'est data returned from the ATS-D satellite indicate low L_

:" accelerator current drain during the satellite's brief (less power conditioner provides beam (0 to +3000 V), accel-
: erator (0 to -2500 V), and deflector (0 to -1000 V)

than 10 h) testing periods (Ref. 14). From these data, high voltages along with ionizer, vaporizer and neutral-
. thruster lifetime (space environment) of 3000 to 5000 h izer power. The power conditioner operates at 70%

: can be expected without large accelerator electric current efficiency and has a mass of 2.3 kg (5.0 Ibm). The com-
'_ drains, plete system has a mass less than 5.9 kg (13 Ibm). This "i\
•- thruster is capable of 0- to 89-tzN (0- to 20-_lbf) thrust __

Extended life tests of tantalum and tantalum (50 ppm with typical performance data presented in Table 1

yttrium) neutralizer filaments were conducted. Four (Ref. 17). An ionizer power of 12 W maintains the ._
tantahun-yttrium filaments operated in excess of 10,000 h, porous tungsten ionizer at 1350" K. The thoriated-tungsten
while two pure tantalum filaments failed at less than wire neutralizer requires a fixed 1.8 W power.
10,000 h. All six were tested at a pre'_sure of 8 X 10-6
N/m _ or lower, to avoid hydrocarbon vapors that could
embrittle the filaments. The neutralizer performed well Predicted life of this thruster is based on previous ac-celerator electrode erosion calculations presented in -,
during the tests of the ATS-D experiment, except at one
point (spacecraft potential was -132 V) when the de- Fig. 12. At 89-t_N (20-tdbf) thrust or 8-mA/em 2 current
mand for neutral current was so great that the neutralizer density the accelerator electrode has two years of steady-
was emission limited. Spacecraft potential was measured state life. Accelerator electrode erosion predictions do not

address the accelerator current drain problem, which
in the fifth test (Ref. 14) of the experimental contact-ion terminated the life test of the EOS microthruster, and

thruster on ATS-D. A sudden dip in spacecraft potential may well be the main factor affecting thruster life..i

(-42 to -132 V) was recorded. The dip in spacecraft
:: potential was the result of one of the gravity-gradient

._.'"' booms passing through the ion thruster exhaust beam. _Trademarkof Huyok Corporation.
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Fig. 11. HRLcontact-ionmicrothruster(photocourtesyof HRL)

/
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Table !, Ion thruster performance data

Specific
Thrust,/_N Thruster impulse, Power/thrust, Massutilization Engine Power Total

Thrustertype (/dbf) power, W N-s/kg W/mN efficiency,% efficiency,% conditioning power,W
(Ibf.s/Ibm) (W/mlb'P_ efficiency,%

22 76,982 1290
15.0 _ 100 5.7 54.3 27.6

(5) (7850) (5510)

44 103,950 671
16.6 _100 13.9 55.7 29.8

EOSATS-Dand -E (10) (10,600) (2980)
cesiumcontact-ion

microthruster 67 18.1 70,118 455 _ 100 12.9 58.9 30.7
(15) (7150) (2020)

89 65,705 369
26.0 _ 100 14.6 61.7 32.4

(20) (6700) (1640)

22 65,705 946
21.0 _100 3.5 67.0 32.0

(5) (6700) (4200)

44 65,705 523
23.0 _100 6.4 69.0 33.0

HRLcesiumcontact- (10) (6700) (2300)

ion mlcrothruster 67 65,705 405
27.0 _100 8.1 71.0 38.0

(15) (6700) (1800)

_i 89 65,705 315
/ 28.0 _100 10.4 72.0 39.0 ,_

; (20) (6700) (1400)

'- 2669 49,033 63
HRL2.7 mN (600 Flbf) (600) 167.0 (5000) (280) _100 39.0 85.0 196.0

I cesiumlinear-strlp
I ' 2669 49,033 71 i

t contact-ion-thruster 190.0_ _ 100 34.0 85.0 224.5 *• (600) (5000) (316)a

"" EOS450/zN (100 #lbf) _"
i." 453 38,344 70 ._

cesiumelectron- 31.7 69.9 27.5 74.5 42.5 _,
bombardmentthruster (102) (3910) (310)

EOS4.5 mN (1 mlbf)
ceslum-bombardment 4.53 23,732 26117.0 90.0 46.0 83.0 141.0
thruster (I .02) (2420) (115)

HRL5-cmmercury- 1643 18,829 32
bomb._rdmentthruster (370) 54.5 (1920) (140) 75.0 26.2 85.0 64.0 "

alncludespower increasesfor dirty ionizer,_.ndpowerincreasesfor tungstenneutralizer.
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--I'_EUTRAI.FRACTION:.... 0.0]_ \_V/I'fNAN IRIDIUM CC)ATED _ thruster has a mass of 1.4 kg (3.1 Ibm) rcsulting in a
"_TUNOSTEN,ONJZ_..7 total th,'ustcr system mass of 2.4 kg (5.3 Ibm) with empty

o.l_,_ \\ _ lo7 tanks. Tile power conditioning mass for this system has
/

,o_ \ \\/ 1,een estimated': at 5.5 kg (12 lbm). and a power-'ondi-\ _/ tionin_ efficiency of 85_,,, can be assumed.
106

\\ \\ V'\\\ A 4.6 cm linear strip ion thruster op,_ratcs at 1330-mN
'\\ (300-mlbf) thrust with a 49,000-N-s/kg (5000-lhf-s/lbm)\WITH A

TUNGSTEN/_\ \ _ 106 specific impulse. A pair of orthogonal 4.6 cm thrusters
,_ IONIZE_ _ \ _ develops 2.7-raN (600-1dbf) thrust. Typical pelq'ornlance

v data are presented in Table 1.4 A power of 38 W is,0_
_- req, dred for each strip ionizer. In a degraded mode
_, (dirty ionizer), the ionizer power requirement can be as

\\ _ 105 high as 59 W. An estimated power of 2.6 W is requiredfoz each carburized-thoriated-tungsten neutralizer. A
\ conventional tungsten neutralizer would require as much

1°4 _ \ as 5 W for a 16.5 mA emission current. A power of 3 W

,\ \ :qt. J. King,HRL, personal communication,July 1970.

\ --104 "IC.Dulgeroff, HRL, personai communication, Nov. 1970.

103 I I \
0.1 1.0 10 100

CURRENT DENSITY, mA/cm 2

Fig. 12. Erosionof the acceleratorelectrodedue to charge
exchange ion bnmbardment (Ref.19)

i -':" G. HRLDual BeamLinearStrip Contact-ionThruster

,_''"i' Hughes Research Laboratories (HRL) has developed
several long-life strip cesium contact-ion thrusters coy-

.! ering the thrust range of 0.44 to 4.4 mN (0.1 mlbf to
1.0 mlbf) (Refs. 18 and 19). The thruster employs a

-, linear-strip, porous-tungsten ionizer. An orthogonal set t _,
of two thrusters (each 4.6 cm in length) is presently

., being developed into a thruster system with two zero- r

gravity, cesium-feed systems. The feed systems are simi- _/ ";"
: lar to those developed for the HRL cesium mierothruster.

Thrust vectoring (±20*) is accomplished by electrostatic

beam deflection. The thruster has been developed eom- , o._
plete with a thoriated-tungsten thermionie neutralizer.
Power conditioning efficiency and mass must be esti- . k!

mated, because the development thruster system will use '_;"_ _ _,
breadboard power conditioning. The complete thruster
system is depicted in Fig. 13.

I
.• The feed systems (each strip has its own) are identical ""

to those described in the HRL microthruster system, ex-

:,. eept that the capacity of each tank has been enlarged toi

' 0.07 Kg (0.155 Ibm) of propellant. The two reservoir Fig. 13. HRtdual beam Iinear strlpcontact-ion thruster [
:'.. assemblies have a mass of 1.0 kg (2.2 Ibm) empty. The (photo courtesy of HRL)
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is required for the propellant tank vent valve; however,
valw' actuation is a one time process.

Life tests of an 8-era single strip ,ml tlaruster have
been performed (Refs. 18 and 19). After 2000 11of steady-
state operation the thruster still performed well. Measure-
mcnts of accelerator erosion were taken and an estima-
tion of its lifetime 1)ecanse of erosion was calculated. The *_

rate of accelerator electrode erosion was extrapolated

linearly as in Fig. 12. At a current density of 7 mA/cm'-',
accelerator hfetime is estimated to be 14,000 h or 1.6 . ,,_ll_,l,_fi

Accelerator drain current rose during the test, indi- _ :5_.'_-'._;years.

eating that thruster performance was decreasing. In the
ttRL linear strip ion thruster life test, high accelerator ¢, ,j
drain currents were believed to be caused by the back-

slmttering fi'om the vacuum test chamber. Backsputter-
ing in a test chamber environment is greater than would
be experienced in space. Again, estimation of accelerator
current drains in space is difficult. Fig. 14. EOScesiumbombardmentthrusters(photo

courtesyof EOS)

H. EOS444-/,N (lO0-/dbf) CesiumBombardmentThruster
. ANODE

A great number (,, electron-bombardment thrusters (CYUN0_CAL

have been fahricated and tested. Cesium-bombardment SHELL)--\ SCREEN ORID_ I1

ion thrusters ha,'e been under investigation ,,t EOS for _,,_,_._
N

several ),ears. Earl), studies (Ref. 20) were directed IT----- "__\x_""_'_"_\'_"%xJd
toward characterization of cesium electron-bombard- CAIHODE --q H I1 n

ment thrusters over a wide thrust range. As a result of .._._=zz= 0 n
0 fl

these early studies, a flight-prototype 444-tEN (100-_dbf) D 0 '
cesium bombardment thruster system was developed '_'=zzz_ 0 n ".

• CYLINDRICAL _ fl 11(Refs. 21 and 22). The system includes an ion engine, POLEPIECE 0 n

zm 9-g feed system, neutralizer, and power conditioning. [In ;Thrust vectoring (:__9") is accomplished by accelerator 1t"_'_7),',_'_,_\\_'_,_,_,,_,_',!: -

translation. A plasma-bridge neutralizer is incor- PERMANENTMAGNET / ,¢._grid \
porated in this system. The 444-1,,N (100-1dbf) thrust (CYLINOI_ICAI_SHELL)_ -_"ACCELERATOREL_CTRODE -_
cesium-homl)ardment thruster is depicted in Fig. 14
(19 holes in grid) along with several other cesium bom- Fig. 15. EOS445-;tN (100-/dbf)cesium electron- '
bardment thrusters, bombardmentthrusterdischargechamber -J

The 444-1tN (100-t,lbf) eesium-l)oml_ardment thruster forces to draw cesium propelhmt to a porous-nickel rod
utilizes a cesiated tantalum cathode for long life, and that feeds propellant to the vaporizer. Each tank is

permanent magnets for low discharge chamber power, ewlcuated for launch and sealed with cadmium plugs
A magnetic pole piece is also incorporated in the dis- (the plugs evaporate when heated). A plasma-bridge, or
charge chamher (Fig 15) to intensify the cathode discharge neutralizer, was chosen for its excellent beam
permanent-magnet flux density. Accelerator displacement coupling and long-life characteristics. The neutralizer is
is used as a means of thrust vectoring (see Fig. 91)). a small cathode (500"C)that emits electrons and cesium

Thermal expansion forces are used to displace the aceel- ions. A plasma bridge between the neutralizer cathode
erator perpendicular to the engine axis creating +9* of and exhaust ion beam is formed, resulting in ion beam
thrust vectoring. Cesium propellant is stored in a cylin- potentials of about 10 to 20 V with the neutralizer about
drical reservoir enclosing a fin array. There are two 2.5 em (1 inch) from the edge of the ion beam. The
tanks, one for the thruster cathode and the other for the neutralizer requires approximately 5 W and consumes [

plasma-bridge neutralizer. Each tank employs capillary 6.8 mg of cesium per hour of operation. The power
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conditioning efficiency is 74_4 for this system. The power
conditioning system provides high voltages for the accel-

erator grid and the ])cam, along with power-to-grid dis- . /f
placement heaters, w_porizers, cathode, neutralizer, and [ •

a prcheater. The complete thruster system inass, inelnd- '-- " i*:_

ing power conditioning, propellant feed system, and _= ._ - - -: ....... -
thruster, is below 2.3 kg (5 Ibm). Included in this mass
is 0.7 kg (1.5 Ibm) of thruster propcllant and 0.05 kg
(0.1 lima) of neutralizer propclhmt.

The cesium electron-1)ombardment thruster develops a
nominal 457-p.N (103-/Abf) thrust at 45,100-N-s/kg (4600- _ '

llff-s/ll)m) specific impulse with a discharg_ chamber _,.. -_,.,_ "
mass efficiency of 83_4. Because the thruster employs a
plasma-bridge neutralizer, a slight adjustment in thruster
specific impulse and mass efficie_cy must be made to
account for the unaecele_ated cesium propellant expelled
from the plasma-bridge neutralizer. This is reflected in a Fig. 16. EO54.45-mN (1-mlbf) cesium bombardment

thruster (photocourtesyof EOS)total system mass efficiency (percent unaeeelerated pro-
pellant) of 69.9_. Detailed thruster system performance

data are presented in Table 1 (Ref. 21). The neutralizer the highly efficient m:,gnetoelectrostatic containment
required 5 W to maintain the device at 500"C. Deflec- (MESC) discharge chamber and a plasma-bridge neu-
tion of the accelerator grid requires less than 1 W. tralizer. The 444-mN (1.0-mlbf) cesium electron-

bombardment thruster system is depicted in Fig. 16.

System integration tests were performed with a com-

plete thruster system. All of the system components per- The thruster employs magnetoelectrostatic plasma col_-
formed at their specified levels. No adverse com_onent tainment (see Fig. 6 and Ref. 25). Bounding sudaces of
interactions were found. Life testing of this system was the discharge chamber act as a magnetic wall to reflect

t_ not performed; however, earlier studies at EOS (Ref. 23) most of the ions and electrons approaching them. This _:
with cesium electron-bombardment thrusters included greatly reduces ion losses to the walls, increases mass

several life tests of thruster systems. Life tests of a utilization efficiency, and provides a uniform plasma for
28.9-mN (6.5-mlbf)cesiumelectron-bombardmentthruster efficient ion extraction. Ten percent of the propellant
for more than 8,000 h indicate long life of cesium- flows through a hollow cathode (_500"C) which acts
bombardment thruster grids. A life of 20,000 h was pre- like an autocatlmde after discharge power (_,3W) is
dieted from the measurement of accelerator grid erosion, initiated. The remainder (90_) of the cesium propellant
The plasma-bridge neutralizer failed after 8,100 h of is introduced to the discharge chamber through a feed e

I test, because of clogging of the neutralizer propellant ring biased at the potential of the boundary anodes.

r orifice. Baeksputtered material from the test chamber Thrust vectoring and feed systems are similar to those in• walls was blamed for neutralizer clogging, and opera- the 444-/_N (100-/tlbf)EOS cesium electron-bombardnlent
tion in a space environment should alleviate this mode system, except three feed systems are required for the
of neutralizer failure. MESC thruster, one for the plasma-bridge neutralizer,

one for the thruster cathode, and one for the thruster

anode. Each feed system is sealed with a thermallyh EOS4.44-mN (1.0-mlbf) CesiumBombardmentThruster actuated bimetal valve similar to that used on the ATS-D

Electro-Optical Systems has recently developed a contact-ion microthruster. Cry.pacify of the feed systems
4.44-mN (1.0-mllff) thrust cesium-bombardment ion can be increased or decreased with the ATS-F feed sys-
thruster for north-south stationkeeping on the synchron- tern storing 3.4 kg (7.4 Ibm) of cesium (0.64 kg or 1.4 Ibm
ous ATS-F satellite (Ref. 24). The system includes an for the cathode) for the discharge chamber and 0.09 kg
ion engine, zero-g feed system, neutral'.'zer, and power (0.2 Ibm) for the plasma-bridge neutralizer. Feed sys-

conditioning. Thrust vectoring (±7*) is accomplished tern container mass is 2.0 kg (4.5 Ibm). The plasma- [
: by accelerator grid translation. The ion engine employs bridge neutralizer requires approximately 8 W power
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and consumes 24 mg of c'esi,;m per hour of opera- thrust. Glass-coated grids arc incorp(,rated to reduce
tion. The power comlitioning efticiency is 83'_ for disehmge power losses at low specific impulses. All the
this system, which prnvides high wdtage to the dis- propellant tlow goes through the hollow enclosed
charge chamlwr and aeccler,ttor grid along with power cathode. The method ot thrust rectol'ing is not firmly
to grid displacement heaters, vaporizers, cathode, and established; however, an electrostatic thrust vectoring

neutralizer. Power conditioning system mass wits 8.6 kg scheme is being exteusivcly investigated at IIRI,. (;lass
(19 Ibm), with a total system mass of 15 kg (33 Ibm). grids capable of electrostatic beam vectoring are not
These mass data include 3.5 kg (7.6 Ibm) of cesium, presently developed; however, experimental two-grid

systems have demonstrated tile technique.:' The 5-era

The MESC electron-bomlmrdment thruster develops mefcury-homlmrdment thruster could rely on a standard
a nomiual 4.57-mN (1.03-mlbf) thrust at 24,500-N-s/kg glass grid mad engine gimbaling, or a two-grid system
(250(I-llff-s/llml) specific ilnpulse with a discharge cham- and grid translation to provide thrust vector control. The

lwr mass efficiency of 93',;. These data must be adjusted :'II. J. King, ]IRL. pcrsmml commr,ficatiorh Jan. 1971.
to account for the unaccelerated cesiunl propelhmt ex-
pelled fl'om the plasma-bridge neutralizer. This results
in a system sF_";fic itnpulse of 23,700 N-s/kg (2420 ll)f-
s/Ibm) and a 90;; mass efficiency (percent unaccelerated
propellant), l)etailed thruster system performance data
taken from a _,65-h integration test are presented in ,. :
Table 1 (Ref. 24). The neutralizer required 5 to 11 W. "-'k ""::_;':_

The s)stem has undergone 465 h of test with success-

ful system operation. No lifetime data of the MESC /,/
thruster are presently available; howew,r, the early life
tc.s+sof cesium elcetron-hombardment thrusters discussed

previously herein are again applicable for predictions of
thruster life. -_._,

J. Five-CmMercuryBombardmentThruster

Low-thrust merc'ury-l)omlrlrdment thruster research Fig. 17. Five-cm mercu_ bombardment thruster
has been underway at NASA Lewis Re.search Center (photocourtesyof LeRC)
(LeRC) for several years. The most recent low-thrust

mercury clcctron-l:omlmrdmeut thrustcl (Refs. 26 and _1,'2 ..... olA \ROD MAGNEI'S

27) employs a 5-era-diameter discharge chamber and a 9_*_/-- ;

glass-coated grid. A series of preliminary thruster tests i

was conducted at LeRC with a varial)le-geometry dis- eORONNITRIOE )
charge chamber, lh,.ghes Research l,aboratories are pres- GtASS-COATE'7ACCELERAK..,R

a GRID

ently developing this experimental thruster into a FOLEP
flight-prototype system capal)le ef providing north-south CE_AM,CSLeeVE

J stationkeeping of a synehrolmuS satellite. The system • I./--BAFFL_
I includes ion engine, zero-g feed system, :rod neutralizer. .,_ ,

J Thrust vectoring (± 10 deg)is accomplished I,y electro-CAIHODE "Z_':." !

static beam deflection. The ion engine utilizes a plasma- [",_'1 /"--ANODF- _0

bridge neutralizer. The LeRC 5-era mereury electron- _[_:_l _ _
1,ombard,nent thruster system is depicted in ,rig. 17. "_'_."'.'"" ............. Z._J!J__

The thruster employs a 5-era-diameter permanent _NGJN_OY
,nagnet discharge chamber (Fig. 18). A hollow enclosed

cathode and a conical cathode pole piece are used to Fig.18. Five-cmmercurybambardment thrusterdischarge 1improve discharge chamber performance at the low chamber(representativeof HRLand LeRCdesigns)
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feed system is similar to th _ SERT-II mercury feed sys- tt._ts have exceeded 5000 11; however, excessive erosion
tern.The propellant is stored ill a reservoir and expelled near the neutralizer was n,ted. Ill a space test at the
l)y a 1)ressural,t gas. An elastomeric bladder is used for thrusters, one s.vstem operat.'d for lilt)re than 3,800 h _
l)ropelhmt-pressurant separation. The feed system of the before failure, while a second thruster oper;:ted success-
design leas a mass of 1.0 t,g (2.2 Ibm) and a capacity for fully for more than 2,,d0 11. Faihu'e of the thrusters has

up to 6.2 kg (13.6 Ibm) of mercury. An isolator is pro- been identified as a result of extensive grid erosion near
vided so that the main cathode and the neutralizer can the neutralizer. Propec design and plaeeme_lt of the
share the same propellant tank. The plasma-bridge l_eu- neutralizer should alleviate this problem in future

tralizer is d|'signed to provide sufficient electrol,s to thrusters. In earlier studies of mercury-l_omt_ardment

neutralize a 30-mA beam with 6.3',/, of the main propel- thruster lifetime, grid .asian rates were estimated ,_
hint flow required for the neutralizer. A power condi- (Rcf. 30). Lifetimes of 10,000 h for a 20-cm mercury-
tioning system mass of 2.7 kg (6.0 Ibm) is estimated:' I)omhardment thruster were estimated on the basis of

with an efficiency of 85'_ expected. The total system has observed grid ;.rosion rates.
;m estimated mass of 2.3 kg (5.1. Ibm) with a maximum

propellant capacity of 6.2 kg (13.6 Ibm) of mercury. Sputter yield (i.e., number of metal atoms eroded per d

incident ion) is an increasing function of ion energy or

The tlRL 5-cm mercury-boml)ardment tln'uster devel- the potential differ,:nce between the accelerator grid and
ops 1640-t_N (370-/dbf) thrust at a nominal 18,800-N-s/kg neutralizer. Therefore, increased grid life can be ex- _"

(1920-11)f-s/ll)m) specific impulse with a discharge petted for the 5-cm mercury-boml)ardment thruster
chaml)er mas, efficiency of 75_. Discharge chamher because the ucgative ._:'celerator voltage (-250 V) is

mass efficiency includes neutralizer propellant consump- .:-.,er spacecraft potential than the SERT-II negative
tion. Detailed thrdster performance data taken from accelerator voltage (-1750 V). Accelerator grid erosion
Ref 27 are presented in Tahle 1. The 'plasma-bridge is also a function of current density; however, the
neutralizer _equires a maximum of 12.0W. SERT-II and the 5-era thruster are of comparal)le el,r-

rent density. The two-grid, 5-cm merctny-homlmrdment _-

Life test data of this thruster system are not available thruster with proper neutrahzer geometry should provide
heeause it is still in the developmental stage. Grid life- 10,000 h of life.
time seems to limit thruster life at present. During a
1000-t-. life test of a 15-cm glass-coated grid, (Ref. 28).
weight loss measurements indicated that the grid would Plasma-bridge ncut_,tlizers have been tested in -._
be I00_4 eroded in 22,000 h. This life test was divided conjtmction with t'_ruster life tests. One mercury- thomhardnlent thruster test was it, cr'cess of 5000 h. An
into two parts: 500 h of nt,:'.nal operation followed by
500 h of grid-edge-termip, ation studies. During the second endurance test of a SERT-II (Ref. 31) design neutralizer
500 h of testing, this grid was modified with masks over has been conducted. The plasma-bridge neutralizer
the edges of the grid. Althougla lifetimes of 10,000 h oper,tted for 12,000 11, emitting 250 mA to a collector

plate.
have been projected for glass-coated grids, a great num-
ber of glass grids have failed after a few hours of test.
Long-lived glass grids seem to depend heavily on ex- "-

tremely tight quality control, since irregtdarities in glass III. Colloid Thrusters
eoatin_ induce premature failure, (Ref. 2S}. It has also
been speculated that interactions with the test facility A. What Is a Colloid Thruster? ;,

may he respop.sible for such failures, making ground test The colloid thruster is defined as a device that electro-

of these devices very difficult (Ref. 29). slat:tally accelerates multi.atom or multi-molecolar
charged particles. Solid ao ,a liquid heavy particles lmve

Two-grid bombardment thrusters (these operate at a been studied; however, liquid colloids have proved most ,_,r:.
somewhat higher voltage or specific impulse than glass- successfid. A conceptual diagram of a colloid thruster is Itcoated grid thrusters) lmve undergone extensive life presented in Fig. 19. Liquid propellant (glyceral to which
testing. The 15-cm SERT-II mercury-bombardment sadism iodide is added) is stored in a reservoir, which
thruster has been life-tested at several facilities. Thruster can be a rigid tank, a coiled feed tube, or a bellows

tank. If the propellant is pnemnatically fed as in the [
'ql. J. King. liRL, personal communication,luly 1970. system prest nted in Fig. 8. then a propellant isolation

I" 14 JPL TECHNICALREPORT32-1505, ADD.
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nEeDl,e,s to ls', ¢.--\ _.extacto_.-o.sro-2.o:.,, (Ref. 33) and Thiokol Chemical Corporation (Ref. 34). r

MANiFOLD__ [-] Early work was centertd around solid colloid particles;
SOL_:NOID VALVE _ ['N _ ['] ]1 however later v.,ork utilized liquid colloid droplets.

, OPTIONAL)_ N.I J_k_-- lj II _

_ _ _ Studies bY ll" Itunter at Air iZ°ree Aer° Pr°pulsi°n
Laboratory (AFAPL) _ere initiated in 1959 (Ref. 35).

J V-X-_ _ This wo_k developed into studies at the University of_"x/_ / " "_ _nl_ I_ Illinois ,vith C. Hendricks (Ref. 36)and with TRW
Systems (_ef. 37). Work at TRW, ultimately under

ZCOILFD CAPILLARYTUBE, U 0_ IIq E. Cohen, resulted in a hea_2¢ charged particle thrusterfor space propulsion (Ref. 38). Other colloid research

BLADOER,Or BELI,OWS _///_ /_g (bipolar operation and propellant evaluations)continued
FOsCUS"E_eLVgDE'vEV J / L-NEUtRAI"ZEr at AFAPL (Ref. 39) and NASA LeRC (Ref. 40).

( ) FILAMENT

z_ ACCELERAIOR Electro-Optical Systems developed a 73-needle bipolar
ELECTRODE

,SPACECRAFt thruster in 1967 (Ref. 4i) and by 1968 a colloid micro-
POTENIIALJ

thruster system was developed by TRW Systems (Ref. 42).
Fig. 19. Conceptualdiagram of a colloid thruster

valve is required. If a bellows is used, then the propel- ,_, 20do9 ,h, EXTRACrOR?x" .

lant can be fed mechanically, and therefore an isolation _ _b._0._5_m .
valve is required only to protect the propellant from an (0._75_o.F"t_

atmosphere prior to launch. The propellant is distributed _" _'<_ /__o.mo _

in a manifold to needles, linear slits, or annular slits ._] /_// ptj,r,nuM_ /...II (o.oo4io.)
(Fig. 20). A potential is maintained between the needle .. - IrlolumL,PS--_ 1.d,l_0 003_m

"(0.00l in.
and the extractor electrode. The intense electric field _ .d

dOI_DEa -- 4 GAP)

in the vicinity of the thin needle rim exerts a force upon _/7/.A ¢ _.,-//._ I

the fluid surface, producing eleetrohydrodynamic spray- _ Fl,ow
ing of charged propellant droplets. These multi-molecular
droplets are charged positive when the capillary is main- k,
tained _t a positive potential and negative when the _"/__
voltage potential is reversed. A focus electrode is re ...... I _(_: _"
quired to contain the charged droplets within the accel- _--STOCK--_
erator gap. The aeeelerator electrode is maintained at platinumru_e

0.036 cm _0.014 in. O.D.) _k

spacecraft potential. In recent thrusters, the focus and o.mo_m(0.004;,,. uo.) _.
accelerator electrodes have been removed. Again as in
the ion thrusters, a neutralizer is required; however, the _) 2

lower charge/mass ratio for colloid systems as compared

to ion thruster systems dictates substantially lower neu- _ outer extractor "XTRACrOr--/ __

tralizer requirements for a colloid thruster of c_mparable \\ L0.72 em -I_ 0.218¢_, / I _1

thrust. _\ /I- (o.30oi,.)lt,.__o.508_ (o.086i,.) --1 r-/
I /o00 omI1(0.0o3in.)l

The early studies in electrostatic thruster technology 1_[-1f"A_ [_ o.oos,m o.0os_ , .......

were not devoted solel_ to the acceleration of charged [_] _;;:_ (0.o0_i_.) _0.oo_m.)-_b-- Ft_OWions. Indeed, the acceleration of charged colloidal par-
ticles was the subject of an early paper by H. Preston- "_" _;_ ''_' _I_CTOrFLOW

Thomas (Ref. 32). J

During the very active period of 1957-58, studies on Fig.20. Geometryof needlesand slits:(a) standard [
colloid propulsion were initiated at Aerojet-General needles,I_) linear slit.*,and (c) annular slits

I,,,
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C. Characteristicsof Colloid Thrusters Electrostatically accelerated thruster systems require
neutralizers; howewr, the heam current (a requirement

Propellant evaluation programs have led to the con- for a neutralizer) for a colloid thruster is less than that
clusion that glycerol doped with sodium iodide is the
best 1, produced by an ion thruster of equal thrust. The neutral-prope ,ant. Colloid thrusters presently under devel-

opment er,t, loy this propellant ahn_"t exclusively. The izer requirements can be as much as 50 times lower for
a colloid; therefore, thermionic neutralizers are practical

superior performance of glycerol is due to its unique (for thrust levels up to several millipounds).
combination of properties:

t_, High dielectric constant, which allows glycerol
doped with ionic salts to form a conducting solu- The injection potential for a thermionic neutralizer is
lion. a strong function of the closeness of the beam to the

neutralizer. The closer the two are coupled, however, the
(2) Low vapor pressure, which minimizes evaporation greater the erosion of the neutralizer. As a result, long-

at needle tips. lived thermionic neutralizers must accept a moderate
(20 to 50 V) injection potent, al. One method of eliminat-

(3) High viscosity, which provides very low mass flow ing the neutralizer requirement would be to emit positive

rates compatible with rates of electrohydrodynamic and negative beams of equal magnitude (i.e., a bipolar
spraying, operation). This scheme has been studied rather exten-

Needles have been used in most colloid thruster studies, sively, with several methods of implementation devised.
Two implementations are presented in Fig. 21. The con-A typical needle is presented in Fig. 20. The needle

material is usually platinum-10c_ iridium; however, pure ventional approach (Ref. 43), (Fig. 21a) is to divide the
platinum and platinum-20_ iridium have also been em- thruster into two complete (feed system, needles, and
ployed. Each needle develops 8.9- to 40-/_N (2- to 9-tdbf) accelerator) modules with one mod':le negative and the

other positive. Problems with gas evolution and thrust

thrust, with operation at 8.9 to 13.3 pN (2 to 3 t_lbf) mismatch have led to the use of different propellants for
desired for long life. Thrust levels are attained by using the negative and positive modules. In an effort to _educe

multi-needle modular arrays, total system mass, an alternating pulse squa_ wave gen-
erator (Ref. 44) can be employed (Fig. 21b). The voltageExperimental studies using annular and linear slits

• .- rather than needles are being conducted. Typical linear is pulsed on and off to side-by-side needle submodules
. and annular slit geometries are presented in Fig. 20. of opposite polarity. Thus only one high voltage unit is _

Recently, most experiments have dealt with _nnular slits, required.

because these indicate longer possible lifetimes than

linear slits. One disadvantage of the colloid system is its sensitivity
i- to temperature; the viscosity of the propellant varies
i_" One major advantage of the colloid system for auxiliary with temperature. The colloid will operate over a 0 to ;.
...': electric propulsion is its specific impulse resulting from 40"C temperature range, but the thrust, flowrate, and g,.

: the large charge-to-mass ratio of colloid particles. A ,,
,...: accelerating voltages all vary widely within this range. -

: colloid thruster operating at the same mass utilization Thermal control is therefore required to maintain the z
efficiency and net accelerating voltage as an ion engine thruster at constant performance. The power require-
will have a lower specific impulse, because specific ment for thermal control of a colloid system on a syn-
impulse is proportional to the square root of the charge- chronous satellite is low; however, power requirements
to-mass ratio. The colloid will operate well around on board a deep space spacecraft can be high. Also, the
14,710 N-s/kg (1500 lbf-s/lbm), with a somewhat larger failure of the thermal control subsystem can lead to -I

net accelerating voltage than typical ion thrusters. A1- degraded thruster system operation and even failure of
though the colloid thruster requires more propellant than the system.
an ion thruster, the greater mass penalty for the power
of an ion thruster results in a lower total system mass

for the colloid thruster. Therefore, the colloid specific A disadvantage of the sodium iodide doped glycerol
impulse is more attractive for missions with total impulse is its tendency to form particulate matter under electron

.":: requirements below 17,760 N-s (40,000 lbf-s) than the bombardment; these particles clog the propellant needle

"'.i'.i higher ion-thruster specific impulse of 24,420 N-s/kg tips. This problem is presently under study and seems to [
',':.. (3000 lbf-s/lbm), be one of the factors limiting colloid thruster life.

.,., 16 JPL TECHNICALREPORT32-1505, ADD.
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.... _IEC_EA_::L'_Ct"_CALSCn'.I.:AnC Pulsing of a colloid thruster has been demonstrated.
Electrostatic beam vectoring has also been demonstrated.

__ Athrustvcetordesign(Ref. 45) ispresentedin t,ig. 22.

By placing the vectoring electrodes of adjacent needles
Ntoatlv: mslnvL at right angles to each other, electrostatic t)eam vectoring

VO LTAGE VO LTAGE

InPut iNPut within a 10° cone can be achieved, r

O---/
D. ColloidMicrothruster

BIPOLAi,I'LLN'JMFEEDLAYGUI TO the time of this study there have been no orbital
tests of colloid thrusters; however, TI{W Systems Group

__..._.. NEEDLe has developed a colloid microthruster system (Refs. 42
e. 125 diaINPUI lOBE / __7 LOCATIONS

NEGATIVEFLUID--_\/_j O O_-JJ_ and 46) consisting of a three-needle array thruster, neu-

_:==::____ tralizer, zero-gr_wity propellant feed system, and powerconditio,ing unit. This colloid system develops a nominal

\ II _a=::::c=-_c_-gi_ a6-_,r< (8-/.,.lbf) thrust at 9320-N-s/kg (950-1bf-s/lbm)
_:_i CJ C n Jl/_- 0.125diaINPUTIUBE specific impulse and was originally developed for pro-

POSITIVEFLUID viding yaw control on a multipurpose satellite in syn-chrnnous orbit. \Vhen plans for the satellite were can-
celled, the colloid thruster was redirected to laboratory

Ibl testing. The complete prototype system is shown in

] Fig. 23._--EAC H

l i u,,o0u.1,zSU8 ODOLEF  82Oo%%,E
POLARITYi 1'

o . _ • - .'_ "

"J- I HIGH VOLTAGE ' ]-'-] [-_i-1 I-- ISOUAREWAVEI

-VNI \ _'-- SQUARE WAVE HIGH It
VOLTAGE SIGNALS

180° OUT OF PHASE _ _1_ '
_.. -. -'.: ." • ., %

Fig.21. Bipolarcolloidarrays: (a) conventionalarray, and ...im_ ,Y

(b) blockdiagram of alternating pulsearray _'. _: --" :

• . -_] S VECTORINGELECTRODE EXTRACTOR --_

Q "ll I! '
I'

- tl

L_ EXTRACTOR z_PLATINUM-IRIDIUM LIPS CTORING _ ' o _
Z_HOLDER ELEC IRODE O 2 4 6

I I I I
CM

THRUST VECTORING THRUST VECTORING DESIGN

DESIGN FOR NEEDLES FOR LINEAR SLITS

Fig. 23. Colloid mlcrothrustersystem(photocourtesy [
Fig.22. Electrostaticbeam deflectionof colloid thrusters of TRWSystemsGroup)
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The propellant, glycerol doped with sodium iodide, is 0.5-/zA extractor current persisted. The current leakage
stored in a coiled Inconel tube. The pressurant gas was finally corrected by operating the thruster with a
(argon) is contained in an annulus surrounding the pro- closed valve and a high operating temperature. During
pellant storage coils. The annulus gas volume is twice the log hours ._eriod 1484 to 2348, a constant decrease in

the initial propellant volume, so that feed pressure is mass flow rat,: ,vas noticed and thruster temperature was
reduced by 33'/: 4800 to 3200 N/m 2 (36 to 24 torr) near increased in attempts to improve the mass flow rates.
complete expulsion. Propellant storage and expulsion tank Decreased mass flow rate was later explained by a leak

mass is 0.8 kg (1.7 Ibm) with 0.2 kg (0.5 Ibm) of propel- in the pressurant gas tank. Another life test of the colloid
lant. Because the propellant is constantly under pressure, microthruster is reported in Ref. 48. A three-needle
an in-line propellant valve is required. Because of the array was tested for 1300 h when a power failure per-
very low propellant flow rates (e.g., 4 ttg/s), a valve mitted the propellant to form a droplet between the
design that minimizes "pumping" of propellant through needle and the extractor. A second test of the array
the capillary array during actuation is desired. A tungsten lasted 2400 h with a similar power failure. At test termi-
carbide ball seat is employed. Valve actuation is imple- nation, needle tips were in excellent condition; however,
mented with a thermal actuator (2 W). Dual valve prevention of glycerol flow to the extractor and tar
assembly mass is 0.14 kg (0.3 Ibm). The power condi- deposits due to electron bombardment of _.lycerol are
tioning unit must supply power to the propellant valve, necessary for long-life colloid thrusters.
neutralizer, and system heaters, along with laigh-
voltage power to the propellant needles (4 to 8 kV) and

the extractor electrode (400 to 800 V). With a nominal In Refs. 46 and 47, the tungsten neutralizer was tested

input of 5 W (spacecraft voltage) the unit can supply in conjunction with the thruster, and _ilament voltage
1.4 W of conditioned power at a conversion efficiency was momtored during the test. A rapid increase in neu-
of 28_. The mass o_ the power conditioning unit is tralizer voltage was noticed at 25 1-,into the test. This
1.3 kg (2.9 Ibm) A small thermal control heater is pro- was attributed to carbiding of the tungsten filament due
vided to maintain the thruster at a preset 25 or 30"C. to the presence of hydrocarbons (colloid beam products)
Thruster mass is 0.05 kg (0.1 Ibm) and structure mass is in the test chamber environment. A controlled oxygen
0.7 kg (1.5 ]bm). This results in a total system mass of leak was introduced to the chamber to counter the

3.2 kg (7.0 Ibm) including propellant, tungsten carbiding. Neutralizer operation was terminated
after 950 h because of electron leakage to high voltage.
The leakage was subsequently attributed to holes through _'

Typical operating data are presented in Table 2. These the support insulators between the feed system and the

data are for a 36-/_A beam current and a thruster tern- thruster housing. Electron leakage was not evidenced
perature of 29"C. Both the beam current and tempera- after covering the support insulator holes during post

ture remain fixed. Because the feed system operates test analysis.
from a blow-down propellant tank, the _eed pressure -:.

decreases with propellant consumption. As feed pressure
decreases, the mass flow rate of propellant decreases. E. TRW4.4-ran (l-mlbf)Colloid ADP Thruster -"
The mechanism of eleetrohydrodynamic spraying is not :-;
well understood; however, at low mass flow rates A 4.4-mN (1-mlbf) thrust colloid system is presently _.
particles are extracted at a somewhat larger average under development at TRW Syst,_ms Group under spon-
charge-to-mass ratio, which results in a decrease in sorship of the AFAPL. 8 The thruster will he comprised of
thrust and an increase in specific impulse, twelve 36-needle modules. Each module will deliver

approximately 355-_N (80-_lbf) thrust at a nominal
14,710-N-s/kg (1500-1bf-s/lbm) specific impulse. This :

A life test of this thruster has been performed. Results system is designed for north-south stationkeeping of a
synchronous satellite. A program goal is a 10,000-h

from over 1750 h of rnicrothruster operation are pre- thruster lifetime. An artist's conception of this thruster
sented in Refs. 46 and 47. Thruster operation was good
through 1300 h of log time _ with a slight decrease in is depicted in Fig. 24.
propellant mass flow rate. For a period of 70 h, a 0.3- to

_To be published as: Jackson, F. A., "Colloid Advanced Develop-
ment Program," presented at the AFOSR Sixth Symposimu on /

7Timethruster was in vacuum. Advanced PropulsionConcepts, May 1971.
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Table 2. Colloidthruster performancedata

Specific Power/ Power
Thrust,#N Thruster impulse, Massflow thrust, Engine conditioning Total

Thrustertype Geometry (#lbf) power,W N-s/kg rate,/zg/s Reference W/mN efficiency, efficiency, power,
(Ibf-s/Ibm) (W/mlbf) % % W

39 9611 36

(8.7)b 1"39_ (960) 4.0 14 (160) 13.1 28.0 .5.0

TRWcolloidmicro- 23 16,867 70
1.43e 1.5 14 13.6 29.0 5.0

thruster" (5.2) (1720) (275)

48 7257 29
1.38c 6.5 14 12.6 28.0 5.0

(10.8) (740) (128)

371.0 14,710 10.54
36 needles 3.91 24.9 Estimate 70.0

(83.5) (1500) (46.8)

383.0 14,691 9.95
36 needles 3.80 25.6 17 70.0

(86.0) (1498) (44.2)

306.0 14,318 10.79
36 needles 3.30 21.4 17 66.0

(68.9) (1460) (47.9)

345.0 14,837 11.01
36 needles 3.80 23.3 17 67.0

Typicalcolloid (77.6) (1513) (48.9)

thrusters 534.0 15,200 10.41

6 annularslits (120.0) 5.54 (1550) 35.0 17 (46.2) 72.0

512.0 14,906 10.81

6 annularslits (115.0) 5.52 (1520) 36.0 17 (48.0) 70.0

' 489.0 14,,514 10.70 _,JE
6 annularslits (110.0) 5.22 (1480) 35.0 17 (47.5) 69.0

1 annulard 89.0 13,141 9.80 _'
slit (EOS) (20.0) 0.87 (1340) 6.8 18 (43.5) 73.0

TRW 4.S-mN(1-mlbf) 4,450 14,710 13.0t
ADP col[old (f°otnote)e (1000) 58"00r (1500) 298.8 Estimate (58) 56.0f 85.0 68.2

aDataat 29'C 36 me.

bDesignthrustlevel.

Clncludes0.82 W for neutralizerand0.30 W for thrusterheater.

dDateet 0*C.
e12 modulesof 36 needleseachwith the performanceof the fourthline of this tehle.

flncludes5 W for neutralizer,6 W for thrusterheater and massflow rate controller.

Ii t
[:i
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f- ISOLATOR thruster system. A heater power of 3.0 W is estimated for
synchronous orbit of north-sonth stationkeeping tlll'usters.

FLOW Neutralizer power is estimated at ,_0 \V, ])roviding 3.8 mA
PROPELLANT Ofnegative current for 10,000h.

PROPELLANT

MANITOLD Lift' test data arc not available for a 4.4-ran (1-nail)f)
thruster array. TILe life test of a 3-needle microthruster
system has previously been discussed. Tests of 36-needle
modules have exceeded 1000 h with little or no degra-
dation in thruster performance (Ref. 49). Current IL'akage
betweer the needle and extractor were noticed several

MOUNilNGPLAIFGRM--/ times during the thruster life test. The vacunm pressure
was increased, propellant feed pressure was lowered,
and the beam was vectored in an effort to "clean up" the
drainage currents. This was an effective solution; how-

[ MODULE EXTRACTORever, it is not the procedure tl_at would be used in
i ASSEMBLY(12 ZEOLITEAMMONIAspace. At 930 h the test was terminated when failure ofNEUTRAUZER CANISTER

vacuum equipment led to severe erosion of the thruster
0.005 cm TUNGSTEN \','IRE b ,/IVERSAL FLEXURE

,OPnONAL) module. A six-annular-slit array was tested for 500 h.
Tar formation was present and eventually led to tcrmi-

Fig. 24. TRW4.45-mN (l-mlbf) colloid ADP nation of the test. New designs are being studied in an
thruster concept effort to eliminate long-teETh tar deposits in annular slits.

The sodium iodide doped glycerol is stored in a bellows Nedtralizers were tested in conjunction with the 1000-h
tank, with propellant flow rate mechanically controlled. 36-needle tests reported in Ref. 49. The neutralizer func-
Feed system mass is estimated at 2.9 kg (6.4 lima) with tioned properly for the first 180 h of the test when the

a maximum propellant load of 11.3 kg (25 Ibm). This chamber pressure was increased in an effort to "clean up"
._ allows for 10,000 h of thrusting at 14,710-N-s/kg (1500- tile thruster array. Itowever, the neuh'alizer then burned

:::.; lbf-s/Ibm) specific impulse and a 95_)_ mass expulsion up due to the preset.ace of atmosphere. _
:: ' efficiency. The mechanical flow controller operates on a

: feedback loop from the beam current. Average power.:

requirement for the controller is 1 W with a maximum

predicted peak power required of 2 W. The power IV. MPD Thrusters

• ,._ conditioner must provide high voltages for the needles A. What Is an MPD Thruster?
and extractor (up to 12.3 kV) along with power for the :"
thruster heater, neutralizer, and propellant flow rate The magnetoplasmadynamic (MPD) arc thruster has
controller. The power conditioning subsystem is estimated evolved through experiments that incorporate arcjet teeh-

"' at 3.1 kg (6.9 Ibm) with a 85_ efficiency. It will provide nology and magnetogasdynamic channel flow. The arejet
70 W of conditioned power. Thruster mass is 0.95 kg utilizes a high-current-density discharge between a
(2.1 Ibm) with a 2.0 kg (4.5 Ibm) structural mass csti- cathode and anode producing a hot gas that is expelled
mated. Total fixed system mass is 9.1 kg (20 Ibm) with up through a nozzle. The hot gas is ionized (i.e., plasma)
to 11 kg (25 Ibm) of propellant capacity, and can therefore be accelerated electromagnetically.

Magnetogasdynamic channel flow, sometimes referred to

as magnetohydrodynamic acceleration (MHD), reliesTypical operating data for a 36-needle module is pre-
sented in Table 2. The fourth line corresponds to the primarily on crossed field (j × B) forces to accelerate a
design data used in estimating 4.4-mN (1-mlbf) thruster plasma. The MPD arc thruster combines an arc dis-
system performance. The following hoes are test data charge with a crossed-field accelerator.

.:. obtained on several types of modules. The annular slit .'

.._ performance was taken from TRW Systems Group (Ref. The MPD has been investigated primarily as a steady-

,: 49) and EOS (Ref. 50) data. The final line in Table 2 is state device; however, it may also be pulsed. Pulsed [
-. " estimated performance of the 4.4-raN (1-mlbf) colloid MPD thrusters with pulse lengths of 1 ms or gre_er are

: 20 JPL TECHNICALREPORT32-1505, ADD.
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rc'ferrc'd to as quasi-steady-state MPD thrusters. The studies of arc-heatc'd hydrog:,n c,ngilJ(.s and by 1963,

geometry ot tile quasi-steady-state MPI) thruster docs AVCO, l'lasmadyn(,, and (;eneral F,h'etric all had devcl-
not differ greatly from that of a conventional steady-state oped arcjets (R('fs. 53, 5.1, 55_. Mill) r(,sem'ch began late
MPI) thruster, in the 1950"s. M. U. Clausm at Space Technology lml)ora-

tories beg m experiments with plasma acceleration at that
A conceptual diagram of an MPI) thruster is presented lime. These studies were later presented as a chapter in

in Fig. 25. The primary components are the gas flow Space Teclmology by II. Seilert (l/el. 56). Electro-Optical
passages, the anode, the, cathode, and the external field Systems studied tlall Cm'rent Accelerators during the
coil. Propellant, usually a gas, is fed trom a storage tank early 1960's (l/ef. 57).
through a vah, e (rapid pulse valve for quasi-steady-state
device) to thc discharge chamber. A discharge takes placc

from the anode to the cathode. This may be a steady or In 1963, Ducanti (llef. 58) pt_blishcd data on a arcjet
a quasi-steady discharge,. The resultant plasma is then device called a Thermo-Ionic Accelerator. By the end of

accelerated out the nozzle by the crossed field force 1963, v,'dues of specific impulse up to 98,100 N-s/kg
arising from the self field and the discharge current. For (10,000 lbf-s/ihm) with 46'; efficiency were obtained
low current devices, an external field coil is required, with the hydrogen-fed engine, (l/efs. 59 and 60). The
Although the device will operate without an external rcason given for this accomplishment was the lowering of

field (i.e., self-induced magnetic field), it tcncls to be the arc chamber pressure. In addition, the supersonic
more stable at low current densities with an external nozzle that had heen used to expand tim electrically

coaxial solenoid. There is no hmdamental space-charge heated plasma in previous arcjcts was removed. The
limitation on the mass flow del. v like that arising in device experimentally demonstrated by Giannini was the
pure electrostatic accelerators: therefore, beam neutrali- MPI) arc thruster with a self-induced magnetic field. The
zation is not necessary, demonstration of a MPD arc thruster provided impetus to

plasma thruster research. Unfortunately, this discovery
was somewhat overshadowed by the ohservation that

B. A History of the MPD Thruster thruster efficiency improved with increased test chamber

A history of the MPD thruster must begin with early pressure. The reason given is that the ambient gas in tim
ai'ejet and magnetohydrodynamie (MHD) research. G.M. test chamber was actually recireulated by the accelerator
Giannini hegan work with arc-heated hydrogen engines discharge giving false values to performance data. Argu-ments were then advanced that test chamber pressure *
at Plasmadyne in 1957 (Ref. 51). This early work at
Plasmadyne was conducted for the Air Force Office nf was probably affecting all tests where good performance
Scientific Research. A. Kantrowitz began experiments had been reported,

with arcjets and plasma acceleration at AVCO soon _"

afterwards (Ref. 52). NASA LeRC sponsored several The testing of engines developed hy AVCO and EOS *a
at NASA LeRC has produced much useful information
concerning lvlPD tlu'uster operation. Avco Space Systems -,

sOAS IN
[ Division (previously AVCO/RAD) began publishing data

on the self-field MPD thruster in 1964 (Ref. 61). AVCO

Y began its experiments by trying to duplicate the results :

ruNOsTeNrleeao z of Giannini: the use of hydrogen, ammonia, lithium, and

CAtnOOE cesium as propellants was investigated. To obtain stable

operation of the self-field MPD thruster, power levels

of 100 kW or greater were required. As an outgrowth of ?
early MHD accelerator researcb, several laboratories
hegan to investigate the operation of MPD thrusters with
external fields. Two MPD thrusters that employ external
field coils were developed by EOS and AVCO Everett

BORONNn'__'_'-///-"////////ff_//A Laboratories. EOS used a MPD device similar to "heir ,

spacer _.n.x.n,.n_n,.n.n:_ _ early Hall Current Accelerator (Ref. 62). The AVCO
Everett MPD device was developed from the magnetic 1

Fig.25. Conceptualdiagram of the MPD thruster annular are (MAARC) thruster (Ref. 63).
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As an outgrowth of research on electron-bombardment over the conventional upstream cathode location (Ref. 67).
ion thruster discharge chambers in 1962, NASA LeRC Unfortunately, hollow cathodes suffer fronlsevere erosion,
designed and tested a low-power continuous plasma which tends to limit thruster life.
accelerator (Refs. 64 and 65) applicable to auxiliary pro-
pulsiou requirements. This device is sometimes referred Early tests of MPD arc thrusters were overshadowed

to as the magnetic expansion thruster, by the effects of test chamber pressure on thruster per-
formance. In tests conducted at NASA LeRC, low test
chamber pressures were obtained; thus the effects ofC. Characteristicsof the MPD Thruster
entraipc_, propellant in the test chamber have been elimi-

The MPD thruster has been investigated primarily as natec,. During testing of the low-power MPD arc
a steady-state device; however, as mentioned earlier, it thruster, test chamber pressure was altered from the
may also be pulsed. Pulsed MPD thrustt. ;_ave indi- nominal conditions and the results indicated no effects of

e cated that current patterns in the exhaust plume revert test chamber pressure on thruster performance. (Ref. 67).
to steady-state configuration after a few tens of micro-

seconds. If a somewhat longer discharge is used, a quasi- A variety of descriptive models for MPD arejets have
steady operation mode is encountered. The advantages been hypothesized. The thnlst from a self-induced mag-
of the quasi-steady MPD will be discussed later, netic field MPD is fairly well understood (Fig. 26)? The

.. discharge current creates a self-magnetic field of strength

The steady-state MPD thrust,,r can operate with or proportional to the current. The resulting magnitude of _':
without an external field. To operate in the self-induced the j x B_,l/force resulting from a self-magnetic field is
mode, large power levels are required, for which 100 kW therefore proportional to j:.

i" is typically a minimum for these devices (Ref. 66). This .gAthorough discussion of this subject is found in Jahn, R. G.,
power level eliminates the self-field MPD arcjet from Physics o[ Electric Propulsion, McGraw-Hill, Inc., New York,
serious consideration as an auxiliary propulsion system. 1968.

_, The MPD arcjet with an external field requires 10 to
100 kW of power for operation and thus, with one

exception, is also not competitive for auxiliary propul- I
i sion. A low pressure MPD arcjet has been developed at

_.:-, : NASA LeRC that operates at low system power. (+)
.:

Propellant selection is an empirical tradeoff of several
l considerations. The ionizatiop potential of the propellant Jz =

should be low enough to allow partial propellant ioniza- j f_=JrB0
"'.!..." tion because only charged particles may be electro- (BtOWING) _

• magnetically accelerated in MPD thrusters. A very low ";
'" ionization potential can lead to a high degree of pro- "_

I,- pellant ionization, and it is not anticipated that much of f ;
t the energy invested in ionization is recovered as useful (PWP=NG) Z

thrust. The NASA-LeRC low-power MPD arc thrnster
has operated with xenon, argon, carbon dioxide, and

{ hydrogen. Xenon has been found to give the best per-
I formance (discharge power-to-thrust ratio versus specific

impulse) (Ref. 67). ,:

Most MPD arc thrusters employ a solid cathode similar

[ in configuration to the cathode depicted in Fig. 2.5. More (,)
[ recently, some improvements in performance have re-

i ..:" sulted from the use of hollow cathodes. For example, the
low-power NASA-LeRC MPD thruster employs such aj .

.' i','!' device. Also, placing the hoUow cathode downstream of Fig. 26. Acceleration mechanism of a self-field [
•.... the thruster results in increased thruster performance MPD thruster
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• _ !,,: direct c :nparison of data and theory has not been

'! _ attempted yet. This is 1)ecausc experimenters have not

I7s.../;45/_S¢._ _,) .7/xa v been able to ohtain data in the neighhorhood of the

"__# _,_ " sonic point l)ecause the probes were destroyed by large

_. _... B"" ..__ __,e_/_) The quasi-steady state MPD thruster offers the premise. __ ". of increased performance during operation because of
the high current density. In addition, spaced intermittent
pulses of sufficient length to obtain quasi-steady state
operation allow the thruster to operate with tolerable
heat transfer and Imv average power. The application of
the quasi-steady state MP1) thruster to auxiliary pro-
pulsion systems has the disadvantage of requiring a
power conditioning subsystem to produce the required
extended emrent pulses. A capacitor bank is usually em-
ployed. Typical quasi-steady state MPD thrusters require
a power of 1 MW or greater for a pulse length of 1 ms.

___f_ _ Thus, an energy of 1,000 joules is required for each p ul=e.

'v/Z"////////// The capacitor mass at _2 J/kg (10 J/lbrn) becomes exces-
sive for an attxiliary electric propulsion system. Opera-
tion of the quasi-steady state MPD thruster at power
levels below 1 MW will result in decreased performance.

Fig. 27. Acceleration mechanlsm of a MPD wffh large A reduction in pulse length to below 1 ms begins to
external magneticfield tax valve actuation time, and unless an innovative imple-

mentation as devised, a large quantity of gas will be
discharged without being accelerated. Therefore, the

The effect of an external magnet upon MPD perform- decrease in both thruster efficiency and mass utilization
ance is not well understood, and a widely accepted that results from efforts to reduce the discharge energy _-
model for a MPD thruster with an external magnet is below 1,000 joules still does not result in a system suffi-
not available. In general, the presence of a large external ciently attractive for auxiliary propulsion. In the future,
anagnet causes the plasma to break into turbulent flow the quasi-steady state MPD will become more attractive
and becomes difficult to describe (Fig. 27). o Experi- with decreased specific capacitor mass and the devel-

t mentally, it permits operatk, n of the thruster at higher opment of a highly reliable, fast-acting gas valve. -;
' specific impulse without severe cathode erosion, but at ,_

slightly lower performance than the self-field MPD.

/
The NASA-LeRC low-power MPD thruster with ex- ANODE'_ ff /"'_/ Bternal magnetic field operates according to a third de- , _ f-[_,/ __ / /--CATHODE

scriptive model (Fig. 28)? A plasma with thermal dee- PROPELLANT IJ "(_(_""_ _"ff'_ / /
trons is formed in the discharge chamber. A magnetic _ ._.._;2_-b"- _t ,

charge separation. The ions in the discharge chamber OlSCHA_GE--/ _
are then drawn into the exhaust and accelerated. This _wv-wv-wwxx._

model suggests that thermal electrons can be placed
into tim magnetic funnel downstream of the discharge PROPELLANt
dmmber, and, in fact, the most recent thrusters employ Fig. 25. Acceleration mechanism of the NASA.LoRCIow-
a downstream cathode. The physical model described has power MPD thruster (sometimes tolled a magnetic expan. i
been verified with probe measurements. A detailed sionthruster) /
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D. LeRCLow-PowerMPDThruster
Ir --,

ThE' Ix'l{(_ low-power MI)i) arcjet ha_ t)een under de- r 2- _ .... r__..v"
,.,.],,p,,),,,t se,-,.,'a]:',.a,'s(R,.f. The ],,,,'-p,,,,'e,'
MI)I) witb upstream e;tthodr has been operated with
pure gaseotlS pr(_l)plhtl/ts (i 1.:.At. X(') a]ld l)iowaste pro-
pelhu]ts (C():-Ii.). The most recent device incorporates a

downstream cathode to improve thruster pel'formance. _ __' 1

XenolL has been used exclusively for tests of the down- [
sh'(.aln cathode line-power *|Pl). The thruster operates

over a thrt,st r;mge ot 5.8 to 16 mN (1.3 to 3.6 mlbt) with '_t " ¢_
specific imlmlscs of 5880 to 20.590 N-s/kg (600 to 9.1110
ll)f-s/llm0. The system is beiug developed for appliea- L"

tion to satellite stationkeepip.g and attituth, control. The ,'f_r _k
thruster sysh.m does not include prover conditioning since • .,. _.. ,,__

it is still in the deveh,pme,,t stage. Thrust vectoring is _ ,7.[._tL,
iml)lemt,);ted by using two pairs of ofl-eeptt'r magnets,
A slight current bias to a pair of skewed coils will create

a slightly skewed magnetic field. The plasma will then Fig. 29. NASA-LeRClow-power MPDthruster(photo
he defh'eted off ('enterline, resulting in thrust vectoring courtesy of LeRC)
(:f the 1)ee.,n. This technique has been demtmstrated with
an effi'ctive beam vectoring of 5 deg. The downstream
cathode MPI) thruster is 1)rc'sented in Fig. 29. ,,._

_. MAGNET

PROPELLANT _\_J_ 'i,_ _I_OILS
A schematic diagram of the thruster is presented in CATHODE-J ")_"_'_ -, "_'/

°'f ,_. .... /_t, .... POLE PIECES

Fig. 30. The discharge chaml)t,r is surroul_ded by t_xo ANODE • _ , ._/))./.
eleetromagn(,ts; however, in most recent tests, only the ": ...."., "

downstream edge wound electromagnet is required. A / i _,,L" _l'f/r_a

power i,q)ut of 48 W was required for the downstream _1[/'_'_/ '/" "_ "_'_"edge wou,,d eh'ctromagtwt. A pole piece is incorporated Ollqllll_.."_/_x, i' _to intensity the magnetic field in the discharge ehaml)cr. 1
A hollow cathode is placed in the exhaust beam down- 1 "/%' _-'__J]_"_/ /" _-'DOWNSTREAM

._,,_'" / _ .'_/_"-_' 4' -\ - ._ HOLLOW

st,'eatn of the discharge cha,nhel'. The development " l ;.yy" \ _". CATHODE '

thruster does not inch, de a feed system, but the propel- __._5 1"_ _ I1\,,'_, ' _ 41EXHAUST ,

lantfeedsystemsho,tldbe identiealtoa xenoninertgas CM _j.j_ _ ""-- ELeCTR,CALsystem. Taking advantage of the compressil)ility of xenon 1/ K LEAD ;

ai 1,0 X ]0; N/nf-' (1,500psia), a pound of gas requires INsuLAtoRs--_- .... '_ANODE_"
about 0.14 kg (0,3 ll)m) of tankage. Solenoid valves have _- "_";L... ""
1)een d(,veloped for inert gas systems (e.g., Mariner) and -,,_,
could 1)e used in the MPD feed system. Leakage of

gaseous propellant through the solenoid is a prol)lem,
particuhlrly during long-term storage in space, Thruster Fig. 30. Schematicof law-power MPDar¢ thruster
mass is approximately 2,9.kg (,5 lima) excluding the pro- with a downstreamcathode
pelhmt fee'] system. Power conditioning is estimated at

3.2 kg (7 Ibm)with an efficiency of 86f/,,. tion (12 W). Since a neutral plasma is ejected from the
thruster, no neutralizer is required. A power of 1 to 3 W

The system is capal)le of 4.4- to 18-raN (1- to 4-roll)f) is required for the solenoid valve in the feed system.
thrust. Thrust level and efficiency increase with specific

impulse. Low-power M?I) performance data are pre- At l)resent, this system has not achieved long life. En-

sented in Table 3 (Ref. 67). The discharge chamber era- durance and erosion tcsts of an upstream hollow cathode
ploys an edge wound magnet. Power to the magnet can configuration were conducted with argon as the pro- l

l)e reduced for low-thrust, low-specific-impt,lse opera- pellant (Ref. 69). After 638 h of operation, the cathode
1
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Table 3. Plasma thruster performance data

Specific

Thrust, FN Thruster impulse, Power/ Specific PowerEngine Total power,

Thruster type (#lbf) power, W N-s/kg thrust, W/mN thrust, pN-s/J conditioning

(Ibf-s/Ibm) (W/mlbf) (/dbf-s/J) efficiency, % efficiency, % W

4181 5296 46
; 93 b._" 86.0 224.0

(940) (540) _206)

Low-power MPD arc 9608 12,425 36

thruster_ (2160) 345 (1267) (159) 17.3 86.0 400.0

t 14,457 18,456 44625 21.3 86.0 727.0
(3250) (1882) (194)

16.9 h 3040 84 13.3

(3.8) 1.41 r (31O) (371) (3.0) 1.8 56.0 2.52

Falrchild.Hiller LES 6 17.8 _t 3040 80 I '*.2

thruster (4.0) 1.41" (310) (353) (3.2) 1.9 56.0 2.52

17.3" 1863" 81 13.3

(3.9) 1.41'" (190) (361) (3.0) 1.2 48.0 2.91

398 _ 10,081 49 20.5
19.6 10.2 85.0 23.0

(89.5) (1028) (219.0) (4.6)
Fairchild-Hiller t

LES 7 thruster 3,85 h 10,081 49 20.5

(716.0) 156.8 ( _028 ) (219.0) (4.6) 10.2 85.0 184.0

." 7325 12,200 35 28

(1646) I 257 (1245) (156) (6.4) 17.4 85.0 302.0 _.

6470 13,000 37 26

":_ Falrchild-Hiller high (1454) t 244 (1328) (168) (5.9) 17.2 85.0 287.0

•"_ energy pulsed ""

: plasmat 6600 18,600 46 21
(1483)J 309 (190(_) (208) (4.8) 19.9 85.0 364.0

3515 32,600 54 19

(790) t 190 (3330) (241) (4.2) 30.2 85.0 224.0

9k 9807 135 9.0
1.2 i 3.6 65.0 1.8

General Electric Solld (2) (1000) (600) (2.0)

"_': Propellant Electric

:. Thruster (SPET) 13= 9807 90 13.01.2 _ 5.5 65.0 1.8
(3) (1000) (4OO) (3.0)

alncludes 48 W for edge wound magnet power and 2 W for = solenoid valve.

I'Reference 22 et 0.667 pps.

"0.1 W for telemetry.

dReference 24 at 0.667 pps. -,

"Tom Wiliiar.ls, NASA Goddard, et 0.69 pps; one million pulses.

rSupplied by W. J. Gumen, Feirchild-Hiller.

_At I pps.

hat 8 pps.

SAt0.531 pps.

,*,'z JAt 0.971 pps.

kAt 1 pps. /
l

- 10.1 W for telemetry end 0.1 W for sperk igniter.

p,,
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Ta:'le 3 (¢ontd) !_,t_

Specific

Thrust,/aN Thruster impulse, Power/ Specific Power

Thruster type (Flbf) power, W N-s/kg thrl;st, W/mN thrust, #N-s/J Engine conditioning Total power,

(Ibf-s/Ibm) (W/mjbf) (/dbf-s/J) efficiency, % efficiency, _'- W

37k 4903 127.7 8.0
4.8 1.9 85.0 5.7(3.4) (500) (5_7) (1.8_

Pulsed vacuum arc

thruster 601 if: 4903 128.1 8.0
76.8 1.9 85.0 90.4

(135.0) (500) (569) (1.8)

5769 n 58840 5G 20.0
288.0 5.9 85.0 339.0

(1297) (600) (222) (4.5)

5762_ 19,613 50 20.0
281_0 19.6 83.0 339.0

(125'I) (2000) (222) (4.5)

3674q 588@ 55 18.0
200.0 5.4 85.0 235.0

TRW pulsed inductive (826) (600) (242) (4.1)

thruster 367atq _ 19,613 £,-'-' 18.0
200.0 17 0 85.0 235.0

(826) (2000) (242) (4.1)

1833r 5884_ 70 14.0
128.0 4.2 85.0 150.6

(412) (600) (311) (3.2)

l "" I
1833 r 19,613 70 14.0 I

(412) I 128.0 (2000) (311) (3.2) 14.0 85.0 I 150.6

mAt 16 pps.

"12 kV on 4 p.F capacitor at 1 pps.

PCc,rrected for 30% mass utilizatlnn.

M0 kV on 4 #F capacitor at 1 pds,

_8 kV on 4/zF capacitor at 1 pps.

(ip had eroded 1.33 cm, leading to faihlre of the thrz,ster, eject a pl,...',,na wave. Pulsed plasma accelerators have
The cathode erosion rate has been verified l)y several electrodes in direct contact with the gas, thus requiring

additional life tests. At present, this form of erosion a zone of condt, cting plasma to co:npletc the c'.'rcuit
seems to be the thrlt:ter life determinant. Life test,, of while pulsed induciiw" accelerators have a complex
the downstrealn cathode have not yet been pertonncd; external circuit that induces a currel,t in the gas flow.

however, cathode life is not expected to differ greatly Pulsed plasr.a acceleration has been studied most widely,
from the previous life test data. although there is some research in pulsed inductive

acceleration.

The initiation of thruster discharge is a problem, and
at present a lightweight arc initiator for space applica- l)ulsed plasma devices are usually classified by their _*
tion has not been developed. All experimental lightweight discharge chaml)er geometry. The parallel rail a"celcla-
are initiator is presently under study at LeRC. to:" in Fig. 31a is the simplest pulsed plasma device. Two

other pulsed plasma geometries are the "T tul,c" (Fig.
311)) and the coax:o, gt, n" (Fig. 3!e_. "l'h,_ oulsed induc-

V. Pulsed Plasma and Pulsed Inductive Thrusters tire thruster depicted in Fig. 32 is called a "loop indi-
cator" pulsed inductive accelerator.

A. What Are Pulsed Plasma and Pulsed Inductive _
Thrusters?

*- The typical pulsed plasma thruster is presented ill

The pulsed plasma thruster is a device that u,_es a Fig 33. The propellant, a solid, liq,id, or gas, is placed [
"burst" of electrical energy to produce, accelerate, and il, the discharge gap. Solid propellant is maintaine._! in

',j
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(o) the gap region 1)y mechanical springs, liquid is fed by
capillary action, and gas i:; p__acedin chamber with a gos

_ injection valve. A capacitor or inductor is required forenergy storage. The anode-cathode configuration will
vary as those presented in Fig. 15; however, the rail-type
geometry is presented here. As for the MPD plasma

_._; (_) thruster, no neutralizer is required for the pulsed plasma

thruster.

_(0 ()<_-_ "'"'_ The pulsed inductive thruster is similar; however, the

---, capacitor discharge is through an inductor loop as in
Fig. 34. A spark gap is required to initiate the main

• capacitor discharge. The propellant, usually a gas, is fed
to the inductor face with a gas iniection valve simul-

taneous to the inductor pulsing.

Fig. 31. Various pulsedplasma accelerators:(a) parallel-
rail accelerator;(b) T tube; (c)coaxial gun (photocourtesy _-PROPmANTTANK

ofR. G. JahninPhysicsofElectricPropulsion) _ s--GAS INJECTION )1 i{_ ILOO
_'_ SPARK GAP 2:

Fig. 34. Conceptualdiagram of the pulsed inductive ("
thruster

Fig.32. Pulsediaductiveacceleratorloop inductorgeom- ;.
etry (photo courtesyof R. G. Jahn in Physics of ElecJeic B. Historyof PulsedPlasma and PulsedInductive
Propulsion) Thrusters

Pulsed plasma devices have been sh:died for more -._
SPRING--,, /-- SPARK

\ j t_Nt,'ER than a decade. The earliest related studies in pulsed "_i
. \ CATHODE plasma thruster technology concerned injectors or "guns"

controlled thermonuclear fusion (Ref. 70). In the late
1950's experinaental studies in pulsed plasma thrusters

ST were initiated by several laboratories (Refs. 71, 72, and

73). By 1965 General Electric Company (Ref. 74), Gen- 7

"_ ZCURRENr L;_ANOOE eral Dynamics Corporation (Ref. 75), Rocket Research
LAVER Corporation (Ref. 71), and Republic Aviation Corpora-

_ tion (her. 76) had developed gaseous propellant pulsed
CAPACITOR---_ _-- SOLIO plasma thrusters.PROPELLANT

Solid propellant p_lsed plasma acceleration research

began in 1956 (Ref. 17). For a history of early solid [
Fig. 33. Conceptualdiagram of the pulsedplasmathrusNW- -propellant pulsed plasma thrusters see Ref. 78. By 1966
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solid prolwliant pulsed plasma thrusters were develaped Th,+ pulsed inductive plasnm thruster relics ml four
by livpublie Aviation (llef. 78), Cen,-ral Electric (Ref. 79) t)h.vsieal event._ to obtain thrust:

mM Corncll I,aboratories (Rt,f. 80). (1) External initiator.

Pulsed inductive plasma aceeleratoJs have been studied (2) "Secondary current" creation.
for some time, with early non-thruster oriented research. (.3) Plasma acceleration.
By 1965 C. I,. Dailcy bad developed a pulsed inductive
plasma accelerator applicable for auxiliary propulsion (4) Plasma ejection.

(Ref. 81). A switch (i.e., spark gap) is employed to complete the
external primary circuit. Current from the storage eapaei-

C. Characteristicsof PulsedPlasmaand PulsedInductive tor flows through a large inductor, creating a rapidly
Thrusters growing magnetic field,

Pulsed plasma thru,_ters rely on three physical events Because of Maxwell's induction equation, an electric
to obtain thrust: field must arise from the e',ternal magnetic field. The net

effect of the rapidly growing magnetic field is the in-
(l) Discharge initiation, dueemcnt of a "secondary current" in the gas that has

been placed near the inductor.
(2) Plasma acceleration.

The acceleration of the resulting plasma gas arises
(3) Plasma ejection, fi'om the interaction of the secondary current and the

external magnetic field• As before, the force of aceelera-

The initiation event will occur at portions of the than- tion is proportional to the secondary current density times
nel (Fig. 33) nearest the external circuit. The discharge the external magnetic field (J X B).
begins as an abnormal glow and progresses toward an
are. A small expenditure of energy compared to the Ejection of the plasma f"mn a pulsed inductive thruster
acceleration process and minimum erosion of electrode is similar to that of a pulsed plasma thruster, and the

": addition of a nozzle for recovery of gas dynamic pres-
i:.,(` surfaces are requirements of the breakdown event. The
, :.:' initiation is usually accomplished in two stages with a sures is not necessary because they are for the most part L-

small spark igniter supplying ionized gas to the channel small compared to magnetic acceleration forces.
; .+ prior to the main discharge. _,

' Pulsed plasma and pulsed inductive thrusters have _,

heen operated with a variety of propellants. Gaseous
':: Acceleration of the gas relies on j X B forces arising propellants have received a great deal of attention. The ,-

[ - from the discharge cnrrent and its self-magnetic field, gas present in the thruster during pulsing can be utilized _"

I *: The "current layer" formed during the initiation phase of directly for thrust, while the gas that escapes prior to _-

thrusting acts as a piston to accelerate the _Jmsma. pulsing, and the gas supplied after the electrical pulse,
[ c m not be fully utilized. The percentage of gas effectively ._

[ As the plasma reaches the physical end of the channel accelerated, mass utilization efficiency, is low for gascous

[ it begins the ejection phase of thrusting. The process of pulsed plasma thrusters because the duration of the
t* expelling plasma from the channel is difficult to analyze, electrical pulse is short (1 to 5 /_s) in comparison with

I It has been shown that current densities and associated valve actuation time. "Une design of a solenoid valve withmagnetic fields can extend far into the exhaust phune, a rapid on-off time, good vacuum seal, and one that is
and can aid in further acceleration of the gas. In addition reliable for millions of cycles is a difficult problem. One
to magnetic acceleration during the ejection phase, an good feature of gaseous propellant is that no energy is
expansion nozzle will aid in the recovery of gas dynamic required to vaporize the propellant, tlms improving
pressure forces and serve to convert thermal energy to tln'uster efficiency.
kinetic energy. If the majority of the thrust is derived

,". from magnetic rather than gas dynamk pressure forces, Liquid propellants have been investigated as a means
.., which is generally the ease, then the addition of an ex- of removing tim solenoid valve fi'om the total thruster [
:-'. pansion nozzle will not improve thruster performance, system. Liquid (e.g. mercury) can be retained in a cavity
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by smYace tension, and fed by capillary action to an Experiments with quasi-steady state MPD thrusters
ewqmration sm'face, lh'oblcms with liquid propellants lmvc suggestcd that a quasi-steady operation of pulsed
include continual evaporation of propellant from the plasma thrusters may increase thruster performance.
liquid-vacumn surface that can result in considerable Qua;i-steady operation can be achiew, d with capacitor
propellant loss during long missions, and the difficult banks; however, the ]-ngth of quasi-steady operation
control of capillary feeding of propellant. Also some that will offer maximum system performance is not

energy must be invested in propellant vaporization, and knmvn yet. Also the mass of additional capacitors may
this energy is not returned as useful thrust, become excessive for .11_,iliary propulsion systems.

Solid propellants tend to go one step further in the Three types of capacitors that have 1,con investigated
removal of solenoid valves from pulsed plasma thrusters, for pulsed plasnm thrusters are:
The continual evaporation of propellant from the solid
propellant-vacuum surface is minimal and can be ignored. (1) Thin-film plastic with or without dMectric fluid
However, as before, some energy must be invested in impregnation.
propellant sublimation, thus adding to thruster ineffi- (2) Paper impregnated with fluid.

i cieney.

(3) Electrolytic.
: - The mass acceleration mechanism of pulsed plasma

.: thrusters is difficult to measure because the thruster's The ohmic losses of the thin-film plastic and paper
operation is dynamic. Early experimenters rehed on capacitors are mueb lower than losses in electrolytic
time-of-flight measurements to determine thruster effi- capacitors. With rapM discharge of capacitor energy, the
ciency and specific impulse. Recently, it hao been shown ohmic losses in electrolytic capacitors generate consider-
that time-of-flight data is not valid for the measurement able internal beat. Tests of electrolytic capacitors at

of pulsed plasma system performance, because a rather pulsed plasma discharge times (1 to 10/,s) have ended in _,
,-: low mass utilization efficiency is observed for pulsed capacitor destruction because of excessive heat generation. ;:
"' plasma thrusters. The majority of the propellant is ex- It is for this reason that electrolytic capacitors a_e not ;

pelled at low velocity witlmut being ionized. Only competitive for rapid discharge pulse plasma thrusters.
_.._ ionized particles at high velocity are measured in time- _;

":-'- of-flight data; the neutral particles at low velocity escape Present state-of-the-art capacitors have an approximate _.

"" .- uncounted. I['_

• ": specific mass of 13 to 22 J/kg. This specific mass is arrived
.: at by derating a high voltage capacitor• Capacitor de-

" . The measured performance of pulsed plasma thrusters rating is sufficient to allow 10Tpulses at high reliability.

i• ." _-. seems to improve with increasing specific impulse. Early

.:i._ studies of coaxial gaseous pulsed plasma thrusters re- Radio frequency interference (RFI)has been observed

. ported high thruster performance; however, tiffs high on pulsed plasma thrusters. Measurements of RFI noise
performance was at 49,000-N-s/kg (5000-1bf-s/lbm) spe- have been taken on UHF and X-band frequency; similar

t' -. cific impulse. Power requirements for a high specific measurements at the time of this writing are being taken
[• ',. impulse pulsed plasma thruster increase above the pro- on S-band frequency. Measurements on tim LES-6 pulsed
[ pellant savings for high specific impulse auxiliary pro- plasma thruster (1.85 J discharge) indicate some RFI at

pulsion, so presently pulsed plasma thrusters are usually UIIF frequencies (Ref. 8g). Recent measurements of a
[ limited to29,400-N-s/kg (3000-1bf-s/lbm)specific impulse, higher power (20 J discharge) pulsed plasma thruster

have indicated that considerable RFI noise is
present

Gas valve studies are continuing in an effort to improve during the 1 to 3 ,,.s discharge (Ref. 83). The increase in
the mass utilization of gaseous propellant thrusters; how- RFI noise with thruster discharge energy indicates that
ever, no new unique valve designs have been developed, considerable noise can be generated in high power pulsed

:
L As an effort ta increase the mass utilization of solid pro- plasma thrusters. Noise suppressior, can be achieved with

' pellant pulsed plasma thrusters, the introduction of a wave guide, although the geometly of the thruster

_.:: propellant along the path of the pulsed current sheet is (diameter of exit) does not allow efficient suppression of
":,._ being studied. Also "chopping" of the discharge after radio frequency noise. The effect of a short duration

:.':. tim initial high current density pulse will reduce the "burst" of RFI noise of spacecraft operation is a function [
•'d " tailoff emission of neutral propellant, of the type of data transferred. RFI noise is cot as critical
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to television and radio transmission a,; it is to sequenced ....• - " . . v

i, eommancls. ThE. effects of :_l_I noise on spacecraft opera- _,,r.- ','-"-_'.

tion at present arc. not well understood. -...... . _-_ _,; _._. ,,_..-:.]._,....

' _ D. SpaceExperienceof PulsedPlasma Thrusters _ "" I_ _'" _°'_: ": _""_!' "_"

I A solid-propellant pulsed plasma propulsion system

having four thrusters was launched aboard the MIT _'" '_.: -_ . A_._"I,incoln Laboratory LES-6 Satellite in September 1968 _ _,_ .... .
(Ref. 84). After more than 2 years in space, the pulsed _
plasma tlu'usters continue to function well. In a simu-

1 J

lated life test at vacuum facilities, intermittency or failure ° 'i

to cliseharge capacitor energy was observed. The inter- _ Km-"_ _ ,dial| . .
mittency would not correct itself and the v.nit stopped
firing completely. After more than 3 million pulses on

each of the four flight thrusters, intermittency has been _
observed in three of the four thruster units. Complete
failure (1O0f/, intermittency) has occurred to only one
thruster unit. More recent designs have corrected this _ /'

intermittency problem. The propulsion system has func- _ ;..._.
tionally kept the LES-6 Satellite witlfin the +2-deg ,_ ._ -... :". ,.- ..
longitnde design band (Ref. 85). :' i,_ " " ' _''E}_ '- . ! ,

', --_2..---_- "----"- ...._L

E. Fairchild-HillerLES-6PulsedPlasmaThruster
!

Repul)lic Aviation Division of Fairchild-Hiller Cur- ." ' --

poration has developed a solid-propellant pulsed plasma ,. _:,. _ "

thruster for the MIT Lincoha Lal, oratories, LES-6 (Refs. ,,, __(_
84 and 86). This thruster is capable of providing a 27-_tN _--._. :,

(6-/dbf-s) impulse bit p_r discharge of the 2-p.F capacitor.
The flight system is charged to 1360 V, which is equiva- -"t ...... , ":
lent to a 1.85-joule discharge. A solid block of Teflon is
used as propellant. The thruster system is complete with Fig. 35. Fairchild-Hiller LES-6pulsed plasmathruster
feed system, power conditioning, and telemetry circuits. (photocourtesyof Fairchild-Hiller)

This system does not have thrust vectoring capability, k
The LES-6 thruster is presented in Fig. 35. _GNtr_RhUG,7

_._:_c_ CATHODE1A schematic diagram of the solid-propellant LES-6 ZSZZ_>,tASmA .

lmlsed plasma thruster is presented in Fig. 36. A small _,,_q-_ F..... i_7'" I t _' EXHAUST
capacitor discharge (Vs joule) across the spark igniter

provides sufficient plasma to initiate a discharge between _OmtANr _"---_ _'_ .......... a_OO_
the anode and cathode. The main discharge evaporates, r_o SeRVNO _

ionizes, and accelerates Teflon propellant. A spring i_ (n_Aro_) ._ T \-_u_t_rA,;_l_o
employed to feed the Teflon to the thruster. A retaining cAv_c@_ _ SHOUtDE_
shoulder maintains the propellant between the anode

and cathode. Open failure of valved liquid or gaseous -.;_<.:-._--.. ;_ .
systems can lead to forces or moments applied to the
spacecraft. Solid Teflon propellant remains passive when Fig.36. LES-6thrusterschematic
not used, or in the event of a failure. The LES-6 thruster

configuration employs one 2-/.tF capacitor and two sep system, including case and Teflon propellant, has a mass
arate anode, cathode, spark igniter and propellant sub- of 1.4 kg (3.0 Ibm). Each thruster includes 0.1 kg

systems. The two complete subsystems provide redun- (0.3 Ibm) of Teflon, which provides 280-N-s (64-1bf-s) [
dancy with little addition to total mass. Each thruster total impulse. A power '_onditioner was developed which
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[, provides 1.32 W of power to the main and igniter capa- -141- -x 1 I ]
citors of any of four thruster units. Tlw conditioner has I

a mass of 0.9 kg (1.9 Ibm) and has an efficiency of .56_. _ ]
_: -151 -

&
The thruster can operate at several discharge energies ._-

and different pulse rates. The nominal discharge energy _-
of 1.8,5 joules provides 25- to 27-/,.N-s (5.7- to 6.0-p.lbf-s) _ -i_ -
impulse bit per discharge (Refs. 84 and 86). Measure-

ments in space suggest that 24-/,.N-s (5.35-1,1hf-s) impulse \\\\,,\ /_-OROUNONOISE
bit per discharge is achieved for this thrusterY' Typical .J N,_k._ _ f cE,.,Ft
performance data are presented in Tahle 3. -lz0 I _ _'-- 7"0 5 10 15 20 25

TIM[, ,us

Radio frequency interference noise has been observed Fig. 37. Radiofrequencyinterferencefrom a LES-6

. on the LES-6 thrusters. Measurements of this noise are thrusterat UHFfrequency• discussed in Ref. 82. These measurements _,re presented
_ in Fig. 37, where noise is expressed as power per Hz as a

I func'tion of time from capacitor discharge. This noise has ...... ";','-_:_lJ

-. not affected normal operation of the LES-6 satellite.

Prototypes of the LES-6 thruster designed in 1968 were ., " : .
tested extensively in the laboratory (Ref. 84). Ground

testing was performed at 1 to 4 pps. On several tests the j

thruster achieved more than 8 million disebe,rges without _:__ __._ _

failure of the capacitor or discharge initiator. Intermit- " -'"
tency of discharge to occur is common with the flight

• thruster after 1 to 2 million discharges. An intermittent _ :

.?.: thruster does not draw power, and tlms the capacitor can L_ •
"" be discharged later. However, when the intermittency " " _L, w"-

:. becomes more frequent the thruster may never recover.

• During tests of the LES-6 pulsed plasma thruster at
? Lincoln Laboratories, one thruster became intermittent t

';' .!_ after 1 million pulses and did not recover;' Fig.38. LES-7pulsedplasma thruster (photo courtesy

t " of Fairchild-Hiller)F. Fairchild-Hiller LES-7Pulsed PlasmaThruster
Features of the thruster are similar to those described e

[" This thruster was developed for use on the LES-7;
however, the planned spacecraft has been cancelled in the LES-6 system. Two igniter plugs are provided in
(Ref. 87). This thruster is capable of providing a 270- to each of the two nozzles and the parallel accelerators are
4O0-/_N (60- to 90-/dbf-s) impulse bit per discharge of skewed 30 deg to each other as depicted in Fig. 38.
the capacitor. This is a scaled-up version of the LES-6 Total thruster mass is 4.8 kg (10.5 Ibm) with 0.7 kg
thruster. The performance of the device increases with (1.6 Ibm) of Teflon propellant included in each system..A
discharge energy. The thruster is complete with feed 1.3-kg (2.9-Ibm) power conditioner with 85_ electrical .,
system. The two thrusters per capacitor are skewed with efficiency is estimated _2 to be capable of providing 20 to
respect to each other, providing thrust vector control. 40 W of conditioned power to the thruster.
The LES-7 thruster system is depicted in Fig. 38.

Typical performance data are presented in Table 3.
The specific impulse of this thruster is near 9800 N-s/kg

taD. C. MacLellan, MIT Lincoln Laboratory, personal eommuni- (1000 lbf-s/lbm), three times greater than that of the
•'_" cation.

I

ttl). C. MacLellan, MIT Lincoln Laboratory, personaleonmlnni- I:Mannie Landsman, MIT Lincoln Laboratory, personalcommu- [
cation, nication.

.5
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i I,ES-6 thruster. This improvenwnt was due to increased liquid. The propellant is supplied by eapilhu'y feed to
[.' dischmge energy, increased Teflon surface area, and the outer electrode (Fig. 40). This thruster is capable of

small changes in nozzle geometry. Included also in tbe providing a 13- to 330-/,N-s (3- to 75-/dbf-s) inTtmlsc tilt

I performance table are four experimental data points front per discharge of the 0.25- to 7.6-1,I: capacitor. The system
_' a high-power, high-impulse-1)it, pulsed plasma thruster (0,5 /,I;') is ehal'ged to 2000 V, which is equivalent to a

for north-south stationkeeping. The four high-diselntrge 1.0-J discharge providing an impulse bit of 13 i,N-s
energy data points are experimental and are "tvel'aged (3/,lbf-s). Tlw thruster system is complete with propel-

over at least 4 h of eontimmus operation. Tl'e two data lant _torage tank, capacitors, and power conditioning.
points with high specific thrust employ side feed of The system does not have thrust vectoring eapalfility. A
Teflon. SI'ET thruster is depicted in Fig. 41.

Radio frequenvy interference (RFI) noise seems to A small discharge (1/10 J) across the spark igniter
increase with discharge energy; RFI measurements fi'om (Fig. ,10) provides sufficient conductive material to
an experimental thruster simihu" to the LES-7 pulsed initiate a discharge between the anode and cathode.
phtsina thruster indicate a much higher level of noise
than ob,:erved in the I,ES-6 thrusters (Ref. 88). Measure-

ments of X-1)and frequency RFI noise are presented in /--WAX-UNE

Fig. 39. _ELLANT
SURFACE ACTION _.,.,,.,'_rt,_/_ _ /-- OUTER CASING-70 I I I I

MEASUREMENT

,. -o

_' _ -80- .,..
...' " ': ":,'L,," x •

i. _ • ,•.'%,_....,.....'...,._. .......'..J' _ • ,., ,., ._ ._._ . _.,;,
I .%_ ..... • . t , e. q""" " '" I

, , , , ........,,,/: .....o ,.o '"L!-..... .................• ,
If'/ _.

L Fig. 39. Radiofrequency interferencefrom an early
: LES-7-typethruster 't

i POROUS _.

METAL LINER

(CATHODE)

• Life tests of thrusters resembling the LES-7 thruster - 7.6cm '-"
[ F" (3.0 in.)--

_. configuration have been performed (Ref. 88). These tests
suggest that 5 to 10 million pulses can be achieved with-

['i' out thruster failure. Tim problem of feeding large quan- *

t,. tities of Teflon to the high-power, lfigb-impulse-bit
i analyzed to l)e feasiblethruster has been and shown

J (Ref. 87). Coiling of Teflon propellant and feeding by _-
springs has been suggested, tlowever, the problem of

,,_:' possible Teflon 1)inding in the coiled position after long F----
storage times is presently mu'esolved. Some life testing

of this feed system is required before it can be used in
space.

G. General ElectricSolidPropellantElectricThruster(SPET)

General Electric Company has developed sever,-il solid
propellant pulsed plasma thrusters. The most recent de-
sign is called the "iuside-out" SPET (Ref. 89). This CAPACnORS

coaxial pulsed plasma thruster uses a "wax-like" perfloro- (CYLINDRICAL) [
carbon propellant, which behaves like a high viscosity Fig.40. Solid propellantelectricthruster(SPET)schematic
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J _ __ No lift, testing has been perfornwd on the "inside-out"t]n'uster: ]lOWOVCr,testing of this thruster at NASA

'_ __ Coddard. at tht. time of this writing, is underw:ty. I,ife

!!i_,_._l_,l_./__ tests of all eal'lier Vt, l'sion _PJ_T t]ll'llste,' have ]H'ovideddata on three thrusters that surpassed 5 milli(m pulses

_-_'_i'__ 1 (llef. 89). "l'hc spark gap igniter has t)een tested sep-• . ,- arately for more than 10' diseharges without failure.

i H. PulsedVacuum-ArcThruster(PVAT)This thruster, originally developed at Cornell Ael'O-
...... nautical Laboratory, uses a zinc wire for propelhmt

_ : _. ,,- (Ret. 91). The wire serves as a cathode as well as the
i )

"_ ' _ propt'lhmt The thruster provides a .37-/tN-s (8.4-/,.lift-s)
,' a in,pulse lilt _)(,r d]sehal'ge of the 240-/,F capacitor. Thc,

system is chm'ged to 200 V, which is equivalent to a ,

o 2 _ 4.8-J discharge. The system is complete with coiled zinc
' t I _ I

cM wire propellant, capacitors and magnetic coils that can

• provid_ _+10" thrust vector control. The pulsed vacuum-

Fig. 41. SPETpulsedplasmathruster (photocour. : arc thruster is depicted in Fig. 42.
of General Elect0c)

A s,nall discharge (fraction of a joule) between an

The main discharge evaporates, ionizes and accelerates igvlt.. :._.,,,ode and the end of a zinc wire (cathode)
the propellant as it passes over the capillal 3, wick surface, providvs sufficient conductive material to initiate the
The evaporation rate and feed rate of the propellant is all discharge of the main energy storage capacitor between

the anode and cathode (Fig. 43). Tile device has a mag-important factor in efficient thruster operation. Thermal netic field coil in a series connection with the electrodes
effects on propelhmt feed and evaporation rate are not

in the main discharge, The zinc wire is fed to the tip ofwell understood. A complete thruster package including
structure has a mass of 0.6 kg (1.4 Ibm). This includes
0.05 kg (0.1 lbm) of usable propellant, _hieh provides ""
445-N-s (lO0-1bf-s) total impulse. A power conditioner is ,gad

hlcluded to provide 1 W of conditioned power. The ANODE---_ _[ FIELDCOll. _"
power conditioner has a mass of 0.5 kg (1.2 lima) and an

efficiency of 65_. /', \
', . -_-

ELECTRODE

The thruster can operate at several diseharge tnergies
PROPELLANT *

.- and different pulse rates. Tile nominal discharge energy STORtkGE

i of 1.0 J provides a 9- to 13-/,.N-s (2- to 3-p.lbf-s) impulse spoof

i _ per discharge.'.' A specific i, .pulse of around 9800 N-s/kg V
I (1000 lift-s/Ibm) is achieved for this thruster. Typical

t performance data are presented in Table 3. Tile specific

i impulse ineasurement was olltained over a 24 h period.

No RFI noise measurements have been made on tile ..k,,JJi_ I_OPEL_Nr
"inside-out" SPE'F. Measurements of RFI noise were FEED
made on an earlier version of the SPET thruster. Inter- . _Nt.q_

ference noise was detected up to a frequency of 100 Mltz .. 0 _ 2 3 4

from the SPET A system (Ref. 90). No ltFI noise was I I I I I -,

recorded at L, S, or X band frequencies. ,.}.:. cM i

1'_A.V. LaR_.ea, General Electric Compa_..¢,personal eommuni- Fig. 42. Pulsed vae,uum arc thruster (PVAC) (photo [
cation, courtesyof David Lockwood)
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_ charged to 200 V (4.8 J per discharge). Thrust stand
ANODE--_.PLASIAAEXHAUSI measurements (Ref. 92) indicate 37-1,.N-s (8.4-1,lbf-s)

MAGNETtC r-_-------7 impulse bit per discharge when operated at 16 pps. A
HELOCO,L----_r__ \ /L_ specific impulse of 4900 N-s/kg (500 lbf-s/lbm) is re-

i iC_,Nl_e_----d corded. Typical system pe, formancc data are presented

1 _ LICoATHO._./[ No RFI noise measurements have been performed on

CAPACITOR this thruster. Several thrusters were life tested (Ref. 9,3).
Failure of the igniter-feed system was recorded after
I to 10 million discharges. The problem in most eases

_-ANOOE was severe erosion of the igniter insulator, leading to

relea._e of the zinc wire. In all cases the capacitor system

worked well, and experienced no failures.

I. TRWPulsed Inductivelhruster
J FIELD

[ _[ _ COIL TRW Systems Group has developed a pulsed inductive
_ IGNITERELECTRODE thruster (Ref. 94). This thruster uses a variety of gaseous

T _ IGNITER propellants; however, xenon will be discussed herein. A

"_ INSULATOR fast-opening gas-injection valve is employed to feed
_-- FUEL(WIREI propellant to the thruster. The propellant does not form

a zone of conducting plasma to complete the primaryFig.43. Pu,_edvacuum-arcthruster schematic
circuit as in pulsed plasma thrusters. A 20-cm (8-in.) flat
spiral coil is nsed to induce a current ;I.... t in the pro-

an insulator as depicted in Fig. 44. Erosion of the insul- pellant. A 4-/W capacitor charged to a voltage of 6 to
12 kV is discharged across the spiral coil. This thrusterator is severe, so a tapered zinc wire is employed to

'-_. match the insulator erosion rate. Some problems with provides a nominal 4.45-mN-s (1-mlbf-s) impulse bit per
i.:'- this feed system have been encountered after a few discharge. The thruster system is complete with gas- :

' million pulses (igniter-to-cathode shorts, and excessive injection valve, field coil, ignition circuit, and capacitor. "_
The thruster assembly, mounted on a thrust balance, isigniter insulator erosion). The complete thruster system

has a mass of 4.5 kg (10 Ibm). This includes 0.2 kg presented in Fig. 45.

(0.4 Ibm) of zinc propellant. A power conditioning mass

of 2.3 kg (5 Ibm) and an efficiency of 85% is estimated Gas is fed from a storage tank to a small plenum up- ._
for this thruster, stream of the gas-injection valve (see Fig. 46). A small

capacitor is discharged across the fast-acting valve along _;

The thruster can operate at several discharge energies with the initiation of a delay generator. A variable de-
and different pulse rates. Recent thrust stand data have layed trigger pulse is sent to the spark gap several
indicated that earlier measurements based on time-of- kundred #s after valve initiation, when gas distribution

flight data may yield erroneous performance data (Ref. over the coil is at a maximum. The capacitor then dis-
92). The system can be operated with a 240-ttF capacitor charges through the spark gap and thruster coil. The

mass utilization, or percentage of injected gas distributed
over the valve during the acceleration phase, is only

IGNITERELECTRODF 30_, This is due to the long valve actuation time

_-- (,---800 #s) compared to the short time fo_ the thruster

cA'rHO01_. ___ _,_/" _IGNITERINSULATOR acceleration process (10 /is). A delay of about 600 its
(ZINCWJ_E)---N.. / before thruster acceleration begins is typical for this

capacitor, thruster valve, 20-cm coil, trigger, and solenoid
capacitor has a mass of 11.4 kg (25.0 Ibm). A mass of

' 0.1 kg (0.3 Ibm) can be estimated for a regulator, and [

".. Fig.44. Detail of cathode portionof the PVAT 0.1 kg (0.3 Ibm) of tankage can be assumed for each
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,_- ENERGY STORAGE - SPARK GAP

\ CAPACITOR J surveyed can l)c divided into two groups: mierothrusters

__[ and north-south stationkeeping thrus'ers.

/-- MAGNE IIC

_ / FIELD
_, :-m_sMa Microthrusters are low-thrust (e.g., 0 to 2f13-/,.N) de-

_X_'_V" CURRENt
-n_ltl=¢> _HEEr vices capal)le of providing thrust for spacecraft attitude

)_J_llI ==> control, orientation, east-west stationkeeping, and mo-

'__._ mentum wheel tmloading. The total impulse require-POWER AXIAL

CONDfflONER )_._....__1===:> PLASMA ments of microthruster systems may be as much as
- MORION 4400 N-s (10001bf-s).

[
f-'-'----'_ [ --- " EAST The second group of auxiliary-electric thrusters is the-- I r----I r--1 OPENING

-- - _ GASSUPPLY_ [ GAS ----- one considered for north-south stationkeeping and other

L._________J : _ ,NJECrOR spacecraft propulsion requirements such as orbit modifi-
: REOUtATOR---" @J L cations. Satellite size will ._erve to define a minimum

---__1 thrust for north-south stationkeeping thrusters. For eachEtArSPIRALCOLt ___ =_> 454 kg (1000 Ibm) of spacecraft, a minimum of 070-1,.N

e--'h)lltl_ aX,At keeping thruster is on 100_ of the time. Thus north-soufla
w,(,y] PLASMA stationkeeping thrusters fall into a thrust range of 450 tiN

-_ MorION to 4.5 mN (100 /,.lbf to 1 mlbf), where the low-thrust

" Fig.46. Pulsedinductivethrusterschematic range is applicable only to satellites below 454 kg
/10P,,0lbln). A total impulse of 21,000 N-s (4730 lbf-s) per
year is require:l for each 454 kg (1000 Ibm) of space-

0.5 kg (1 Ibm) of Xe propelhmt at 10 x i0 '_ N/m _ craft mass. If orbit corrections are required, the time

(].500 psia). Power conditioning mass is estimated at required for orbit correction .and the amount of space-
3.1 kg (6.8 Ibm) with an efficiency of 85_. craft movement will define thruster requirements (Fig.

47) (Ref. 95).
• The thruster can operate at several disclmrge energies

!. and different pulse rates. The nominal discharge energy
:. of 200 joules (10 kV) provides 3.7-mN-s (820-/_lbf-s) 30481 \ J--,'\ ",, I _

('°'°°°)L LEwN_L/,"" _. \_
.. impulse bit per discharge (Ref. 94). A specific impulse of /

19,600 N-s/kg (2000 lbf-s/lbm) has been measured; how- THRUST "

I \,/\\ever, it shoukl be corrected to include the 30_ nmss 001

sentedUtilizati°ninTableefficiencY'3.Typical._performance data are pro- _ (,,030_ // 4"_) ///>'_ _
- IN //\ 0., /,% ,,0 a

T° date °f this writing' n° liFI n°ise °r life test data i _ _ //N_x " "_ /'NA,,._ i[! _ are available. Present efforts are underwav to improve 8 (100_ 44mN N
. 30.5 -the performance and mass utilization of this thruster, z 10_l_) 10 / "NJ :",,,,,/

Vl. Conclusions Based On Demonstrated Life, _./ \ jl _J_) _ / / /
Mass, Performance, and Power 00)3"°-REPOS,TtON,NO"\.. /"_; / _ -_ ..

\," N
I The spacecraft systems engineer when faced with the FORIMPULSIVEMANEUVERS_ /_ I

445 p N
selection or integration of an auxiliary-electric propul- REDUCEVELOCIIYINCREMENI_ 44.5.e_N ... _ I

[ sion system for applica ',,,_ to a mission ,viii first ask: 0.3(i) BYONE HALFI "'1 N_'I00_I/) _ I

[ What is the s:,stem mass? What is the thrust level? ltow 0.u_ 0._ _ _0 m0
I : much total impulse has it demonstrated? How mnoh r,_E,

power does it require? These questions can hest be Fig. 47. Propu,_ionrequirementsfor synchronoussatellite

' answered by summarizing the contents of the preceding orbit correctionby low-thrust _uxillary electric th_sters l
auxiliary-electric thruster survey. The thruster systems (Ref.95)
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18.1 ] [ r i , fin' stca(ly-state thrusters and 10,000,000 pulses for pulsed(4o)
I HRL ION MICROTHRUSTER thrusters. Tile life estimate of the high-energy plasma

thrusters was set at 2(I,000,000 pulscs.
15._
(35)

Aux'iliary-elcctric microthrnstcrs surveyed include theLES-7 PULSED

______._..0__----- --------'-_--'----_ PLasMa ltughcs Ilcscareh Laboratory and Electro Optical Sys-
13.6 tclllS cesium contact-ion thrusters, the TRW Systems ;'_" (30)

2 (;rou 1) colloid nlicrothruster, the Fairchild-Ilillcr LES-6

_- ...-OPULSEDVACUUM-ARCTHRUSTER t and LES-7 pulsed l)lasma thrusters, the General Electric,_ ,i.3 SPET, and the Pulsed Vacuum-Arc thruster. Several con-z (25)
•- clusions can l,c drawn on microthruster systems (Fig. 48):

|LOS ION MICROTHRUSTLR/

_ TRW Cc, tto,O _ (1) The ion (ItRI, and LOS) and colloid microthrustcrs
' O. 9.1-v MICROTHRUSrER_ in genera[ have greater fixed mass (including

(20) _ HYDRAZINE penalty for power) than the pulsed plasma micro-_" MONOPROPELLANI

•_ 6.8 _ ( SIX THRUSTERS) thrusters.
o (15)

J O FLIGHT-DEMONSTRATED

_ FLIGHT-DEMONSTRATED
SIMILA_ THRUSTER 145 I I I I

4.5

_"_"__S-6_PUI SEE) O GRO,JND-DEMONSTRATED (320) O ELIGHT-Dt:,'4ONSTRATED /HYDRAZINE(lO)
/ MOblCPROPELLANT

PL._,SMA _7 GROUND-DEMONSTR._.II: [] FLIGHI-DEMONSTRATED / ('fWC.THRUSTERS)
2,3 SIMILAR THRUSTER SIMILAR THRUSTER /(5) SPEr 1 I ( I I 127 _ GROUND-DEMONSTRATE

890 1780 2670 3560 4450 5340 t (2_0) /
(0) (200) (400) (600) (800) (1000) (1200) W GROUND-DEMONSTRATED

t
SIMILARTHRUSTER

TOTAL IMPULSE, N-s (Ibf-s) LeRC
LOW-POWER

Fig. 48. Massof micrathrustersystems(two thrustersper lO9 MPD
system,eachcapable of the plottedtotal impulse) (240)

/-TRW PULSED
._ II_DUCTIVE :

:': Thruster systems are compared on plots of total = 91 THRUSTER,10_,_
_. _ (200) PULSED MASS UTILIZATION

INDUCTIVE EFFICIENCY (4.5 raN) --thruster system mass as a function of the total imlm]se ,.,
¢- THRUSTER,3_

: required (Figs. 48 and 49). The total mass shown in- _ MASSUTILIZA11ON

_- 73 EFFICIFNCY .,,/.-FAIRCHILD HILLER ":. eludes a power penalty of 0.1 kg/W (solar cells at z

_3 Will)m). Shown for comparison on these plots is a _ (160) //l/ HIGH-ENERGYPuLSEDPLASMA (4.5 rnN) ;

450-mN (100-mibf) monopropeilant hydrazine system o / EOS4.5-mN
._'_' sized for the same functions. All electric thruster systems _ _, CESIUM X
" include two comph..te thrusters, power conditioning, and _ 55 BOMBARDMENT ;
•" propellant. The demonstrated total impulse has been _ (120) TRW4.5-mN

-. separated, ,int° four categories:, 0 36 CESIUM"NcoNTAcTAOPCOLLOID j =.i(1) Flight-demonstrated thruster life. (8o) SIDEF_ED

(2) Flight-demonstrated life of a similar-type thruster.
5-cm Hg BOMBARDM[NT

(3) Ground-simulated life tests in high vacuum. 18

(4) Ground-simulated life tests of a similar-type (40; I'OS453"#N " TWO-'GRIDCONFIGURAIIONCESIUM
thruster. BOMBARDMENT "" 1,/1241ZE MODULE

o [ I l
3"he total impulse plotted is per thruster. Since there 0 ,_,soo 89,000 133,s00 178,0_ 222,5_

are two thrusters per system, the spactcraft will therefore (lO,OOO) (20,000) (30,000) (40,0c0)(so,ooo)
receive tw,ee the plotted total imp,dse if both thrusters TOTAL IMPULSE,N-s (Ibt..s) ,

use all their propellant. For a comparison of thruster Fig. 49. Mass of complete north-_uth ,tationkeeping
total impulse capability: each thruster mass line has been thruster systems (two thrusters per system, each capable /

:;" terminated with an end point that corresponds to 10,000 h of the plotted total impulse)
#

!.i
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i
I

i (2) Demonstrated life of the pulwd plasma svsten, (.1) The "2.7-m.",.(600-/,Ibf) dual-bean" eesium-eontac.t
t
I- exceecls tilt' other auxiliary-eh,etric micrc_thrusters, thrus,er system offers some mass advantages ov_,r

a movaol_ropellant: however, its high l_owe:'-to-
(3) For three-axis-stal_illzecl spaeeer,_ft, either two

tl.runt ratio l_:,naliz(,s this s.v,;tcm.electrie mic','othrtl, ters with beam clefleetiow (e g..

ion mierothru':ters), or six mon(_propcllant hydra- (5) The, 4.5-ran (1-mlbl:) cesium boml_archnent thruster
zinc thrusters could provide east-west station- h_v-' he(n tested for owly about 500 h; howeve,',
keeping, previc.us tests of _ slightly larg,,r thruster exceeded

8000 h. The 4.5-ran (1-mlbf) ._.esiumboml)ardment
(4) The, mas:; of the hy(Irazi:w c_:talyst system with six

thrusters i._less than the mass of any of the electric thruster has promise of large total impulse life.
mierothrusters, with the exc_,ption of the low-total- (6) The low-power MPI) thrLister was compared at a
ivJq)ulse (45()-N-s) pulsed plasma thrusters, thrust and powc.r point that unfortmmtely is ac-

I

(5) Pulsecl plasma thrusters sho_dd be consiclered for compawied with a ]ow specific impulse. Iligher- -
power opt-ration 1)laces .'.'.;;excessive power penalty

spiraling satellites anti other spacecraft that re-
quire cxtensive pulsing, on the system. Development of an ,_H_I) with

mar'imum performance at 1-mlbf thrust will make
" this thruster more attracti_,e for north-south station-

Auxiliary-electric thrusters surveyed, which art, suitable k':c,ping The present optimum MPD t!.rt,st of 9 to
for north-south stationkeeping, are the I-IRI, 2.7-ran 13 mN (2 to 3 mlbf) is attractive only far very
(600-ttlbf) linear strip ion thruster, the EOS 450-I,N l::rgesatellites.
(100-,,lbf) and 4.5-ran (1-mlbf) c,,.qtma boml-ardment
thrusters, thc IIBL and LeRC 5-cm llg bombardment (7) The experimental pulsed plasma thrusters art,
thruster, the TRW 4.5-mN (1-mlbf) ADP colloid thruster, heavier iwgeneral *ban the ion and colloid thrusters

the LeBC low-power MPD, Fairchild Itiller's cxperi- but may offer more total impulse life.

mental pulsed plasma, and TRW's pulsed inductive (8) The total impulse of the pulsed plasma thruster is
thruster. The following cox_elusionls arc drawn for deL;.'ncl-nt on capacitor and gas injection valve
auxiliary-clcctri:, north-south stationkeeping thrusters technology. These thrusters are each plotted with
(Fig. 49): an assumed life of 10r pl_lses per thruster al,d

('1) The EOS 450-t,.N (100-/,lbf) cesium bombardment 2 '4 10r pulses per capacitor. The figure of 10r

:- thruster for low-total-impulse requirements (small pulses for the TRVv pulsed inductive thrustor is
satellites) offcr¢ a small mass advantage ovor mona- based on estimates of gas injection v _lve/spark gap
propelhmt hydrazine, when tiae thruster is sized life. The Fairchild I-liller thruster life is based on
for its assumed maximum capability. Below that :_ × 10r disch.,.rges of a capacitor with specl,

I size, it is heavier than an equivalent hydrazine mass of 22 J/kg (10 j/Ibm). Without attainment of ,. "',. system, this assumed specific mass or an increase !_a the :'

. number of discharges possible, the hig!a-energy :_:''i . (2) The 5-era mercury bo;nl)arduaent thruster offers p,dsed plasma systems are noncompetitive on a
, .. s'_me improvements over a hydiazine system above mass basis.

22,250-N-s (5,000-1bf-s) total imptdse. Present
demonstrated life of glass grids is less than

, 22,250-N-s (5000-1bf-s) total impulse; however, the 'l'hese conclusions are based on mass, power, and per-

I SERT Ii life tests indicate life with formanee co::sideratioo_s only and do not include thrusterpossible long

a two-grid arrangement, cost, reliability, and spacecraft/thruster interactions.

(3) The 4.5-raN (1-mibf) colloid thruster offers the

I greatest mass savings of any of the auxiliary- VII. C,_nclusions Ba_*,d on Cos_at,,-_l Reliabilityt pro!..ulsion systems plotted for missions with total

[ impulse requirements of more than 66,750 N-s Cost and reliability are import_,_t factors in the selec-

()5,000 lbf-s). The ,._ass of the 4.5-ran (1-mlbf) tion of an auxiliary-propulsion system. There is notcollloid thruster is estimated since this thru_.ter has enough information on costs or component reliabilitie_ to

_..'_ not yet been fabricated, Testing of the high thrust make detailed estimates of either cost or reliability of
i,' co'llold to date has been limited to a 1000-h test of auxiliary electric tl,.rusters, but qualitative cst_,_..:.tes can i

a 1/12-size thruster, be maqe. /
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tIardware cost of a miclo*hruster system (one thruster r,_habilities for electric thrusters, tlowever, hy compar-
with associated power conditioning) is applorimately ing critical components and sul-_ystems of electric
Sl00,000, while the hardware cost of a north-south sta- thrusters, a qualitative reliability ranking (highest r,.lia-

tionkeeping thruster system is approximatoly 8]_50,000. bilitv listed first)cal_ t,e estimated:

Flight qualification and thrtlster t_,sting requirements (1) Pulsed plasm_., solid propellant
really s_t the thruster costs. The extent of flight qu_.;ffica-
tion and thruster testing will vary with the misskm as (2) Pulsed plasma, gaseous propellant

well as the thruster. (3) Magnetoplasmadynamie (MPD)

Without component reliabilities based on sufficient (4) Ion
test data, it is in,possible to compute realistic quantitative (5) Colloid
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